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1 . Triangles
In an isosceles triangle, the vertex angle is between the 
two sides called what?

legs 
2 . Letter Writing
How are these phrases classified with respect to 
business letters?
  Very truly yours
  Faithfully yours
  Sincerely yours
  Respectfully yours

complimentary closings 
3 . Metal Mining
What is the phrase for a burst of enthusiasm for 
mining a metal whose chemical symbol is Au?

gold rush 
4 . Ships
What was the means of propulsion for the HMS 
Serapis, the HMS Beagle, and the HMS Bounty?

wind 
5 . Draft Animal Geography
The llama is used as a draft animal in what range of 
mountains?

Andes 

6 . Fine Arts
What is the collective name for these dramatic 
presentations?
  Annie
  Cats
  Carousel
  The Sound of Music
  Little Shop of Horrors

musicals 
7 . Beliefs
These are examples of what kinds of beliefs?
  Breaking a mirror brings bad luck.
  Finding a 4-leaf clover brings good luck.
  Opening an umbrella indoors brings bad luck.
  Hanging a horseshoe upright over your door
    brings good luck.

superstit ions 
8 . Noise Nuisances
The sound may be almost as loud as that of a 
pneumatic drill and is caused by the vibration of the 
soft, mobile back part of the roof of the mouth.  What 
is the term for the production of such nocturnal 
noise?

snoring 
9 . Skin Disorders
What is the term for a cluster of pigmented cells that 
appears on the skin?

mole (freckle, nevus, birthmark) 
1 0 . Procedures for the Public Good
What is the purpose of these processes?
  ultrafiltration, carbon treatment, reverse
  osmosis, UV radiation, filtration, deionization,
  disinfection, chlorination, distillation, and
  electro-dialysis

water purification 
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1 1 . Velocity
If you are coasting along on your bike at 10 miles per 
hour and a car going 35 miles per hour passes you 
from behind, what is the car's velocity from your 
perspective?

25 mph 
1 2 . Lots of People
At the beginning of the 1st century, the world's 
population was about 250 million.  In 2010, it was 
estimated to be about 6.8 billion.  To the nearest 
whole number, how many times more people are there 
today than in the year 1?

27 
1 3 . Subatomic Physics
What particle in the nucleus of an atom lacks an 
electrical charge?

neutron 
1 4 . Waterproofing Math
It costs 50 cents per square yard to waterproof canvas. 
What is the total cost to waterproof a canvas awning 15 
feet by 24 feet?

$20 
1 5 . Amendments
The Eighth Amendment prohibits the federal 
government from imposing excessive penalties for 
crimes committed.  This is the doctrine against 
punishments described as being either cruel or what?

unusual 

1 6 . Precipitation
One-third of the rainfall in an area either soaks into 
the ground or flows across the surface into streams.  
What happens to the rest?

It evaporates. 
1 7 . Heavenly Phenomena
This description made by a Russian in 1370 is about 
what natural phenomena?
  During the autumn there were many signs in
  the sky.  For many nights, people saw pillars
  in the sky and the sky itself was red as if
  covered with blood.  So red was the sky that
  the earth covered with snow all seemed red
  like blood.

auroras 
1 8 . Symbols
What elderly man is the personification of time?

Father Time 
1 9 . Congressional Representation
Residents of what mainland U.S. district have less 
political representation than other U.S. citizens?

District of Columbia (Washington D.C.) 
2 0 . Technology
What is the collective name for devices that trade 
distance for force or force for distance?

machines 
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2 1 . Gulfs
What nation lies immediately north of the Gulf of 
Panama?

Panama 
2 2 . Insects
Because insect skin does not stretch, to grow larger a 
nymph must shed its skin through what process?

molting 
2 3 . Big Mammals
When whales may become beached or stuck in shallow 
water, they are described as being what?

stranded (marooned) 
2 4 . Medications
Transdermal medications are drugs delivered through 
the ...

skin 
2 5 . People in Hiding
During World War II, what young girl went into 
hiding with her mother Edith Frank, father Otto Frank, 
and her sister Margot Frank in sealed-off upper rooms 
of the annex of her father's office building in 
Amsterdam?

Anne Frank 

2 6 . Language
This is about what kind of language?
  It consists of words such as "neat,"
  "gnarly," or "tubular," and phrases such
  as "hang out" and "hubba hubba" that
  enjoy a usually short-term popularity.

slang 
2 7 . Volcanoes
While explosive volcanic eruptions produce tephra, 
what do non-explosive eruptions produce?

lava 
2 8 . Chemistry
A shorthand notation expressing how many atoms of 
various elements constitute a given chemical 
compound is called a chemical ...

formula (or molecular formula) 
2 9 . Lewis Carroll
In "The Hunting of the Snark," the banker loses his 
sanity after being attacked by a frumious what?

Bandersnatch 
3 0 . The Moon
The Moon revolves around the Earth every 29.53 
days.  What is its rotation rate?

29.53 days 
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3 1 . Water Weight
Using W for the weight, V for volume, and k for the 
weight of one unit of volume of water, what is the 
linear equation for the weight of any volume of water?

W = kV 
3 2 . South America
Name either of the two South American countries that 
extend farthest north.

Colombia,  Venezuela 
3 3 . Scientific Prefixes
What is the meaning of these prefixes?
  tox-
  toxi-
  toxo-
  toxico-

poison 
3 4 . Jack London
In "The Call of the Wild," Buck is kidnapped and 
taken to what region of the Yukon Territory?

Klondike 
3 5 . Multiples
What is the least common multiple of 12 and 18?

36 

3 6 . Perspiration
Salty water is released through the skin when one 
perspires through what tiny openings?

pores 
3 7 . Arthropods
What is the only class of invertebrates capable of 
flight?

insects (Insecta) 
3 8 . Dams
Name the machines in dams that convert the kinetic 
energy of falling water into electrical energy.

generators (dynamos, turbines) 
3 9 . Bones
What bone is near the juncture of the femur, tibia, and 
fibula?

patella 
4 0 . Sentence Analysis
What is the simple direct object in this line?
  He would never have tolerated in his house
  leather on which he had not worked himself.

leather 
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Alt. 1. Angles
How many degrees are in the sum of three right 
angles?

270 
Alt. 2. Figures of Speech
What figure of speech is in this line?
  Carrying a grudge is like being stung to death
  by one bee.

simile 
Alt. 3. Court
Anyone who is called to testify in a court of law serves 
as a what?

witness 
Alt. 4. Patents
In 1893, Whitcomb L. Judson patented a device 
consisting of a series of hooks and eyes that fastened 
with a slider.  His invention was a forerunner of what 
modern device?

zipper 
Alt. 5. Presidential Initiatives
This is about what U.S. president?
  He flexed America's muscles for all nations
  to see by parading the U.S. Navy fleet around
  the world in 1908.

Theodore Roosevelt  
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1 . Enduring Plants
These were some of the earliest land plants.  Today, 
their delicate, feathery leaves look much the same as 
they did millions of years ago.  Name these plants 
found all over the world, usually in damp and shady 
places.

ferns 
2 . Historical Periods
What event in American history spanned the years 
1861 to 1865?

Civil War 
3 . Radio
Two kinds of equipment are needed for radio 
communication including a receiver and what else?

transmitter 
4 . Terrorism
The forcible seizure of an aircraft or ship while the 
vehicle is in transit is called what?

hijacking 
5 . Ecology
Rarely consisting of more than six levels because the 
amount of energy passed on diminishes at each stage, 
a food pathway that links different species in a 
community is called a ...

food chain 

6 . Law Enforcement
What is the abbreviation for a law enforcement officer 
in the U.S. Army?

MP 
7 . Famous Folks
What is the last name of the person indicated in this 
excerpt?
  Sir Ed - as all New Zealanders knew him -
  never forgot that he reached the summit with
  Tensing and he devoted the rest of his life to
  fundraising to improve the health, education
  and environment of the Sherpa people of Nepal.

Hillary 
8 . Revolutionary Actions
At a signal from Sam Adams, a disciplined group of 
men disguised as Mohawk Indians rushed to Griffin's 
Wharf, boarded the ships, and threw what kind of 
merchandise into Boston Harbor?

tea 
9 . Roman Numerals
Express as a Roman numeral the year in which Paul 
Revere made his historic ride.

MDCCLXXV 
1 0 . Infections
What are the two major agents of infection?

bacteria, viruses 
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1 1 . Slowing Things Down
The friction that acts to slow down an object as it 
moves through the air is called air what?

resistance 
1 2 . Communications History
In the 15th century, printing with movable type was 
invented by a man of what nationality?

German 
1 3 . Legal Procedures
An American citizen arrested and sent directly to 
prison without a trial would be deprived of what 
process?

due process 
1 4 . Gerunds
What is the gerund form of "dump"?

dumping 
1 5 . Straits
The strait from the Pacific Ocean to San Francisco 
Bay is called the ...

Golden Gate 

1 6 . Weaponry
Used extensively in both world wars, name the 
self-propelled explosive projectile that can be 
launched from above or below the water surface and 
detonates on contact with a target.

torpedo 
1 7 . Sightings of '68
In Christmas week of 1968, Frank Borman, James 
Lovell, and William Anders became the first mortals to 
see the dark side of what?

the Moon 
1 8 . Intersections
A line and a surface can intersect at how many points?

infinite 
1 9 . Federal Fractions
What fraction of the U.S. Senate is elected every two 
years?

1/3 
2 0 . Colonial Poetry
To whom does the pronoun refer in this verse?
  On the Wilderness Road that his axmen made
  The settlers flocked to the first stockade,
  The deerskin shirts and the coonskin caps
  Filed through the glens and the mountain gaps.

Daniel Boone 
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2 1 . Native Americans
During what century was Cochise active?

19th century 
2 2 . Military Actions
A cornerstone for nearly all military campaigns, what 
is the term for any effort to prevent troops, supplies, 
aid, or information from reaching the enemy?

blockade 
2 3 . Food Processing
Natural or synthetic ingredients added to food 
products to retard spoilage are collectively known as 
...

preservat ives 
2 4 . Pronouns
What is the function of the pronoun in this line?
  A rubber chicken hit him on the nose.

direct object 
2 5 . Energy
What kind of energy increases as a roller coaster car is 
hauled to the top of the track?

potential energy 

2 6 . Prefixes
What is the meaning of the prefixes in these words?
   sestet, sextuplets, hexameter

six 
2 7 . World Events
In the same year that the United States Constitution 
first took effect, what revolution began in Europe?

French Revolution 
2 8 . Figurative Language
What figure of speech is used in this excerpt from an 
American tale?
  One winter, it was so cold that the dawn froze
  solid.  The Sun got caught between two ice
  blocks, and the Earth iced up so much that it
  couldn't turn.  The first rays of sunlight froze
  halfway over the mountain tops.  They looked
  like yellow icicles dripping towards the ground.

hyperbole (exaggerat ion)  
2 9 . Free Fall
Actually, objects falling towards Earth are not in free 
fall because of the force of air resistance.  True free 
fall can only be achieved in some place mostly empty 
of matter.  What is the term for any such place?

vacuum (void) 
3 0 . Plant Reproduction
What category of plant life consists of plants that 
reproduce by making cones?

conifers 
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3 1 . Sets
One set includes politicians who were impeached.  
Another includes people who have driven vehicles on 
the Moon.  These are what kind of sets?

disjoint 
3 2 . Phrases
What is the simple infinitive phrase below?
  We all have the strength to endure the
  misfortunes of others.

to endure 
3 3 . The Atmosphere
Meteors begin to burn up in what layer of the 
atmosphere that also reflects radio signals back to 
Earth?

ionosphere 
3 4 . High Art
Name the very temporary art form in which a small 
aircraft expels smoke to create messages in the air?

skywriting 
3 5 . Organizations
Of what organization was Justice Hugo Black speaking 
when he said this?
  Our business is not to write laws to fit the
  day.  Our task is to interpret the Constitution.

Supreme Court 

3 6 . A Weighty Question
If a can with 40 ball bearings in it weighs 135 grams 
and the same can with half that number of ball 
bearings weighs 75 grams, then each ball bearing 
weighs how many grams?

3 .
3 7 . Breaking Up is Hard to Do
The breakup of what country led to fighting among 
Serbs, Bosnian Muslims, and Croats?

Yugoslavia 
3 8 . Freedom Fighters
What man who helped six South American nations 
become independent of Spanish rule has a country 
named after him?

Simon Bolivar 
3 9 . H.G. Wells
In H.G. Wells' "The War of the Worlds," the invaders 
are from what planet?

Mars 
4 0 . Change Agents
Name the two chief agents of metamorphism.

pressure, heat 
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Alt. 1. Area
How many square inches are in one-fourth of a square 
foot?

38 square inches 
Alt. 2. Executive Branch Proportions
The "Tonight Show" host usually makes 12 jokes 
about politicians in four shows.  At this rate, in how 
many shows will he make 96 such jokes?

32 
Alt. 3. Greeks
The Greek Archimedes is said to have discovered the 
law of displacement while reposing in what?

a bathtub 
Alt. 4. Ancient Cities
What Roman city was hidden for nearly seventeen 
centuries after being buried by ashes in the year 79?

Pompeii (or Herculaneum) 
Alt. 5. Jupiter
Jupiter's enduring Great Red Spot is somewhat similar 
to what enormous, temporary, meteorological 
phenomena on Earth?

hurricanes 
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1 . Wars
When American soldiers marched into Manila in 
August of 1898, it was the last offensive action of what 
war?

Spanish-American War 
2 . Outlaws
Billy the Kid's life of crime began in the territory that 
became what state?

New Mexico 
3 . Defenses
When he was accused of arson in Baltimore last July, 
Henry Hostetter said that it could not have been him 
because he was on a mission in Bangladesh from June 
through August.  Name this legal defense.

alibi 
4 . Coordinate Geometry
The point defined as (0, 7) is on which axis of a 
Cartesian coordinate system?

y axis 
5 . Presidential Terms
George Washington said that he did not seek a third 
term because he did not believe one person should 
hold such a powerful office for so long.  That 
tradition was finally broken when what U.S. president 
won his second reelection?

Franklin Roosevelt 

6 . Law Enforcement
What is the title of nearly all law-enforcement officers 
who work for a sheriff?

deputies (deputy sheriffs) 
7 . Angle Subtraction
From 42 degrees 12 minutes 30 seconds subtract 12 
degrees 30 minutes 50 seconds.

29 degrees 41 minutes 40 seconds 
8 . Reasoning
This illustrates which of the two major categories of 
reasoning?
  Igor met 15 different aliens from the planet
  Zamba and each had a face like Mr. Potato
  Head.  He surmised that the next Zamban would
  also have such a face.

induction 
9 . Great Divides
What is the westernmost of the lower 48 states through 
which the Continental Divide runs?

Idaho 
1 0 . Meteorological Maps
An isotherm running through Boston, Massachusetts, 
Schenectady, New York, and Battle Creek, Michigan, 
indicates that what is the same in these cities?

temperature (air temperature) 
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1 1 . Fairy Tales
In what tale does the sorcerer Merlin tell Rowland that 
his sister, Burd Ellen, was taken to the Dark Tower by 
the King of Elfland, and that only the boldest knight 
in Christendom could retrieve her?

Childe Rowland 
1 2 . River Management
Name the long, continuous ridges constructed along 
the banks of rivers to contain them during times of 
high flow.

levees 
1 3 . Mythical Anagrams
The name of what Greek mythical ferryman is an 
anagram of "anchor"?

Charon 
1 4 . Air Masses
Polar continental air masses enter the United States 
through what country?

Canada 
1 5 . S p e e d
What was the average speed for a shopper who in 24 
seconds ambled 4 yards west, 2 yards north, 4 yards 
east, and finally 2 yards south?

1/2 yard per second 

1 6 . Government
Name the situation in which there is no formal legal 
order or legitimate political authority.

anarchy 
1 7 . Negative Reciprocals
What is the reciprocal of -9?

-1/9 
1 8 . Adverb Use
When three or more actions are compared using a 
short adverb, the adverb ends in what letters?

est 
1 9 . Forms of Government
What form of government is headed by an emperor, 
queen, or king?

monarchy 
2 0 . Housing Vocabulary
What word that rhymes with "foray" indicates a small 
wooded alpine cottage?

chalet 
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2 1 . Radium
Radium is far more valuable than gold.  But after a 
series of changes known as radioactive decay, it 
eventually becomes what metal of little value used in 
fishing and wheel weights?

lead 
2 2 . Sentence Parts
What is the last prepositional phrase in this?
  There are more living organisms on the skin of
  a single human than there are human beings on
  the surface of the Earth.

of the Earth 
2 3 . Meteorology
On a weather map, what is the meaning of a circle 
enclosing the letter "F"?

fog 
2 4 . Acrostics
This acrostic is about whom?
  He hated the Jews
  Is known as a devil
  Tortured anyone in his way
  Led the way of the Nazis
  Endured everyone's hatred
  Ruled most parts of Europe

Hitler 
2 5 . Geological Change of State
Name the igneous material that freezes at between 700 
and 1300 degrees Celsius.

magma 

2 6 . Gas Pressure
A piston compresses a gas to the point that the density 
of the gas is doubled.  If the temperature is constant 
then what happens to the resulting pressure of the gas?

It is doubled. 
2 7 . Exponential Division
What is the quotient of p to the third power divided by 
p to the fifth power?

p to the -2 power 
2 8 . Medical Practices
Surgical instruments are treated with heat or various 
chemical compounds to destroy all bacteria on them 
through what procedure?

sterilization 
2 9 . Word Problems
One-fourth of a closet's floor was covered with 
skeletons.  The remaining 12 square feet were filled 
with bad ideas.  What is the total area of the closet?

16 square feet 
3 0 . Wind
What four-letter name do meteorologists give to a 
winds speed of zero?

calm 
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3 1 . Burns
If there is an absence of pain, charred black skin, and 
exposed muscle tissue, what degree of burn does the 
victim have?

third degree 
3 2 . Seafarer's Signals
America's first lighthouses were fueled with the oil of 
what mammals?

whales 
3 3 . Historical Slang
In the 1930s, what word for Oklahomans who moved 
to California came to mean "migrant farm worker"?

Okie 
3 4 . Technological Abbreviations
What does the abbreviation mean in this line?
  A GPS receiver "knows" the location of
  the satellites, because that information
  is included in the satellite transmissions.

global positioning system 
3 5 . 19th-Century International 

R l iIn 1823, what U.S. president pledged that while 
America would not intervene in any European wars, it 
would also not tolerate intervention by European 
powers into the affairs of Latin American countries?

James Monroe 

3 6 . Things to Watch Out For
From a medical standpoint, all of these are examples 
of what?
  nagging hoarseness, fainting spells,
  yellowing of the whites of the eyes,
  excessive thirst, sudden weight loss,
  a change in the size of a mole

symptoms 
3 7 . Scientific Notation
Express 487 in scientific notation.

4.87 times (10 to the second power) 
3 8 . Law Enforcement
Anyone who has suffered physical or mental harm or 
the loss of property as the result of a criminal offense 
is called the ...

victim 
3 9 . Alliances
In which article of the Constitution are there 
provisions set out under which Maine could enter into 
an alliance with New Brunswick?

No article permits this. 
4 0 . First Aid
Burned toast can be used in the universal antidote as a 
substitute for activated what?

charcoal 
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Alt. 1. Mechanics
In terms of simple machines, what is another name for 
a ramp?

inclined plane 
Alt. 2. Egg Physics
Why do eggs float in salt water but sink in fresh water?

Salt water has higher density. 
Alt. 3. Wartime Leaders
During what war was Joseph Stalin the leader of the 
Soviet Union?

World War II 
Alt. 4. Historical Periods
The Confederate states returned to the Union during 
what period in American history?

Reconstruct ion (1860s)  
Alt. 5. Island Languages
What is the official language of Jamaica?

English 
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1 . Subdivisions
A township is a geographical and political division of 
what subdivision of a state?

county 
2 . Echo Echo
When Felix yelled towards a cliff, sound traveled at 
1080 feet per second.  If the echo returned 1.6 
seconds later, how far away was the cliff?

864 feet 
3 . Reptiles
What is the collective name for venomous snakes with 
hollow fangs to transmit venom and a pair of 
heat-sensing pits at the fronts of their heads?

pit vipers 
4 . Modifiers
What modifier could be misplaced in this line?
  The bomb of the Iranian terrorists only maimed
  one French tourist.

only 
5 . Windmills
What is the general name for modern windmills used 
to produce electricity?

wind turbines (wind generators) 

6 . Offenses
Name the act in which a person takes his own life.

suicide 
7 . Algebraic Operations
Add the following.
  5a -4c
  2a -8c

7a -12c 
8 . Metric Exponents
While "kilo-" means 10 to the third power, "deca-" 
means 10 to the what power?

first power 
9 . Phobias
Heliophobia is a fear of what?

the Sun (exposure to sunlight) 
1 0 . Logical Marxism
Given this data, who is fastest?
  Groucho is faster than Zeppo.  Gummo is
  faster than Chico.  Harpo is faster than
  Groucho.  Chico is faster than Harpo.

Gummo 
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1 1 . U.S. Rivers
The Yellowstone River is a tributary of what larger 
river?

Missouri River 
1 2 . Antecedents
What is the antecedent of the pronoun in this quip by 
Helen Hayes at age eighty-three?
  The hardest years in life are those between
  ten and seventy.

years 
1 3 . Acquisitions
Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Philippines were acquired 
in a treaty ratified in 1899.  But in August of 1898, 
the United States acquired its first sizable piece of 
overseas territory by annexation.  What did it annex?

Hawaiian Islands 
1 4 . Etymology
What term for very small people with elflike 
appearances comes from characters in "The 
Wonderful Wizard of Oz"?

munchkin 
1 5 . Hand Tools
Name the edged tool for reaping or mowing 
consisting of a long curved blade mounted on a bent 
handle that is held with both hands and moved parallel 
to the ground?

scythe 

1 6 . Geographic Puns
The name for what river completes this punnish 
statement?
  If you jump off a Paris bridge you are in ...

Seine 
1 7 . Primes
What is the next prime number after 61?

67 
1 8 . Fluids
Fluids do not include what state of matter?

solids 
1 9 . Cities of the Mideast
In what Middle East nation is Beirut?

Lebanon 
2 0 . Revolutionary Rides
In 1775, William Dawes went on a late-night ride to 
alert what American militia?

the minutemen 
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2 1 . Natural Cycles
Precipitation is that stage of what cycle during which 
water is returned to the Earth's surface?

hydrologic cycle 
2 2 . Anatomical Proteins
Keratin, the substance comprising your hair and 
fingernails, also comprises the hair and what other part 
of a horse's anatomy?

hoof 
2 3 . Ancient City-States
Carthage was at the northern end of what continent?

Africa 
2 4 . Native Americans
Samoset, Squanto, and Massasoit were important 
friends of what New World colony?

Plymouth 
2 5 . Euphemisms
These are euphemisms for what?
  failed to thrive, got a one-way ticket,
  rode off into the sunset, sold the farm,
  transitioned, assumed room temperature,
  bit the biscuit, sprouted wings

death 

2 6 . Grammar
What is the direct object in this line?
  The marquis selected old Mr. Creakle to be his
  first subject in his medical experiments.

Mr. Creakle 
2 7 . Influential People
What occupation was shared by these people?
  David Livingstone, Junipero Serra, Albert
  Schweitzer, Louis Hennepin, St. Patrick

missionary 
2 8 . Atolls
Normally, the lower limit for coral growth is between 
200 and 300 feet.  But, on Eniwetok Atoll, drilling 
disclosed coral at least 5000 feet deep.  This could 
have happened only if the sea level has slowly risen or 
if the land has slowly done what?

subsided (sunk) 
2 9 . Bottled Water
In just the United States, 29 billion bottles of water are 
sold annually, requiring 17 million barrels of oil to 
make the plastic containers.  To the nearest hundred, 
how many plastic water bottles can be made from one 
barrel of oil?

1700 
3 0 . Property
In contrast to private property, land in state and 
national parks is what kind of property?

public property 
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3 1 . Trades
Name the trade of attaching stuffing, springs, 
cushions, and covering fabric to furniture.

upholstery 
3 2 . Anatomical Organization
What do you call a group of different tissues capable 
of performing some special action or function?

organ 
3 3 . Numbers
How many composite numbers are there between 19 
and 31?

9 .
3 4 . Middle Ages
During the Middle Ages, monks lived simple lives 
devoted to work and prayer in what facilities?

monaster ies 
3 5 . Scientific Homonyms
What term may indicate either an ionized gas that is 
the fourth state of matter or the yellowish fluid in 
which blood cells are suspended?

plasma 

3 6 . Mountain Ranges
What mountain range is located between California's 
Central Valley and the Basin and Range region?

Sierra Nevada 
3 7 . Caribbean Celebrations
Discovery Day in Puerto Rico commemorates the 
discovery of the island by whom?

Christopher Columbus 
3 8 . Mexico
Just before the arrival of the Spanish conquistadors, 
what people ruled central Mexico?

Aztecs 
3 9 . European Periods
What phrase refers to the history of Europe between 
the fall of Rome and the Renaissance?

Middle Ages (Dark Ages, Medieval period) 
4 0 . Mathematical Sets
What kind of sets have just some elements in 
common?

overlapping (intersecting) sets 
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Alt. 1. Medical Practices
What term refers to the identification of a disease 
through study of a patient's symptoms?

diagnosis 
Alt. 2. The Declaration
According to the Declaration of Independence, what is 
instituted among men to secure the unalienable rights 
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness?

government  
Alt. 3. Area
A 50' by 30' building sits on a 100' by 60' lot.  What 
fraction of the lot is not occupied by the building?

3/4 
Alt. 4. Science History
Some 300 years ago, he directed sunlight through a 
slit onto a triangular glass prism, spreading the light 
into a spectrum of colors.  Then he placed a second 
prism in the spectrum, and the light rays recombined 
to form white light.  Name this English scientist who 
also formulated theories of universal gravitation.

Isaac Newton 
Alt. 5. Feeding Analogies
While panthers and hyenas are carnivorous, wildebeest 
and oryx are what?

herbivorous 
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1 . Anatomical Adjectives
To what part of the body does the adjective 
"radio-ulnar" apply?

lower arm (forearm) 
2 . Galaxies
A galaxy is a massive system consisting of stars, gas, 
and dust bound together by what?

gravity 
3 . Transportation
"A cent and a half a mile - a mile and a half an hour" 
summed up the cost and speed of a ride on what canal 
completed in 1825?

Erie Canal 
4 . Medical Techniques
The elimination of all transmissible agents such as 
bacteria and viruses from a piece of medical 
equipment is called what?

sterilization (disinfection) 
5 . Fantasies
In the book, Harry Potter and the Order of the 
Phoenix, Hermione Granger's Patronus takes the shape 
of what aquatic, carnivorous mammal related to 
weasels and minks?

otter 

6 . History of Medicine
All physicians take the Hippocratic oath, an oath that 
originated in what ancient civilization?

Greece 
7 . Malapropisms
What word should the Speaker of the Texas House 
have used to complete this acceptance?
  I cannot tell you how grateful I am because
  I am filled with humidity.

humility 
8 . Combo Creatures
Some one-celled creatures have characteristics of both 
plants and animals.  Which of these contains 
chlorophyll and propels itself through water by means 
of its flagellum?

euglena 
9 . Mountains
It lies within a few degrees of the equator.  At its base 
are native villages where bananas, coffee, and maize 
are cultivated, but its peak is always covered with snow 
and ice.  Name this mountain in Tanzania.

Mt. Kilimanjaro 
1 0 . Fortune
What is the last word in this verse by Josephine Pollard 
about fortune?
  The wheel goes round and round
  And some are up and some are on the down
  And still the wheel goes ...

round 
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1 1 . Island Namesakes
What fruit do you suppose Australia's Cocos Islands 
were named after?

coconut 
1 2 . Highways
Boulder Dam links what two states?

Nevada, Arizona 
1 3 . Blood Analogies
If red blood cells are the working class, then what type 
of blood cells are the fighting elite, defending the 
body against invaders?

white blood cells 
1 4 . Algebraic Addition
What is the sum of the following?
   5a + 3b - 2c
  -2a + 3b + 2c

3a + 6b 
1 5 . Winds
Resembling a fast-moving, meandering river, the 
major wind currents flowing west to east that form 
where warm tropical air meets cold air from the poles 
are called what streams?

jet streams 

1 6 . Critical Technology
The most significant invention that gave birth to the 
Industrial Revolution was what kind of engine?

steam engine 
1 7 . Annual Messages
In what city and site of the U.S. provisional capital did 
George Washington give his first State of the Union 
address?

New York City 
1 8 . Nocturnal Vision
Nocturnal animals have a greater number of what kind 
of cells in their retinas than animals active in daylight?

rods 
1 9 . High Water
A strip of relatively flat and normally dry land 
adjacent to a stream or river that is covered by water 
during a flood is called a flood ...

plain 
2 0 . Plants
What part of a plant contains the stamens and the 
pistils?

flower 
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2 1 . Predicate
The simple predicate comprises what fraction of the 
words in the entire predicate of this line by Winston 
Churchill?
  Although prepared for martyrdom, I preferred
  that it be postponed.

1/5 
2 2 . Exponential Sums
What is the sum of squares of 9 and 11?

202 
2 3 . Equations
What is the value of P in this equation?
  8P + 8Q = R

P = (R-8Q)/8 
2 4 . Legal Synonyms
Another phrase for "youth crime" is juvenile what?

juvenile delinquency 
2 5 . Probability
When a single die is thrown, what is the probability 
that an odd number will come up?

3/6 (or 1/2) 

2 6 . Scientific Devices
Name the simplest device used by scientists to break 
white light into its components.

prism 
2 7 . Compromises
The Missouri Compromise was negotiated in 1820 by 
Henry Clay to forestall a clash over what issue?

slavery 
2 8 . Life Cycles
The life cycle of what class of vertebrates typically 
consists of a larval stage that lasts a few months, then a 
brief metamorphic period, followed by a long 
multi-year life on land?

Amphibia (amphibians) 
2 9 . Dunes
Covering about 275 square miles, the world's largest 
array of gypsum sand dunes comprise what national 
monument in New Mexico?

White Sands 
3 0 . Word Problems
One number is three times another and their sum is 
48.  Find the numbers.

12, 36 
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3 1 . Animals in Literature
Theodore Roosevelt's uncle originally transcribed 
some of the stories about what long-eared, short-tailed 
burrowing mammal that were later made famous by 
Joel Chandler Harris?

Br'er Rabbit 
3 2 . Friction
The coefficient of friction of steel balls rolling on 
steel is 0.002.  This is 1/100th as much as that of steel 
sliding on steel.  What is the coefficient of friction of 
steel sliding on steel?

0.2 
3 3 . Electricity
Electrons can move more easily through a short thick 
wire than through one which is long and what?

thin 
3 4 . Linear Equations
What is the value of y in this example?
  3y - 4 = y + 10

7 .
3 5 . Tundra
Typical life forms of the tundra include lichens, 
mosses, musk oxen, and what kind of foxes?

arctic foxes 

3 6 . Marine Crustaceans
Laurence Yep said that the Chinese feel a man should 
be able to change his name as he changes, the way 
what type of crab can throw away the shell it has 
outgrown and find another one?

hermit crab 
3 7 . Dendrology
The wood formed in the spring and early summer has 
larger and more numerous vessels than the wood 
formed from xylem produced in autumn.  What is the 
name for the resulting boundaries?

annual (growth) ring 
3 8 . Diet Descriptions
What adjective indicates animals that feed mainly on 
insects?

insectivorous 
3 9 . Syllabication
What is the first trisyllabic word in the poem, 
"Jabberwocky"?

borogroves 
4 0 . Communism
What country had the world's first communist 
government?

Russia 
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Alt. 1. Holidays
What is another name for the federal holiday known 
officially as Washington's Birthday?

Presidents' Day 
Alt. 2. Sets
What numbers are in the intersection of the sets {1, 2, 
3} and {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}?

1, 3 
Alt. 3. Artists
What American colonial artist produced these 
engravings?
  -The View of Boston and landing of the
    British Ships
  -The Bloody Massacre on King Street

Paul Revere 
Alt. 4. Similar Sayings
Here is a line by William Shakespeare.
  Two may keep counsel if one of them is dead.
In "Poor Richard's Almanac," there is a similar saying 
about keeping what?

a secret 
Alt. 5. Sunburn
What degree of sunburn does a person have whose 
reddish skin has some small, fluid-filled blisters?

second degree 
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1 . European History
Following the collapse of the Western Roman Empire, 
there was a period of supposed cultural stagnation up 
through the beginning of the 15th century.  This is 
called the Middle Ages, but is also referred to by some 
historians as what other "ages"?

Dark Ages 
2 . Balance
An object can only be balanced on a point if the point 
is directly below the object's center of what?

gravity (mass) 
3 . Sets
What is the intersection of these sets?
  {numbers from 19 to 79 divisible by 20} and
  {all whole numbers from 1 to 100}

{20, 40, 60} 
4 . Plurals and Singulars
What is the singular of the word "series"?

series 
5 . Greenland
What is the meaning of the second word in these 
names of sites in Greenland?
  Steenstrup Gletscher
  Heilprin Gletscher
  Petermann Gletscher

glacier 

6 . Game Namesakes
In the 18th century, children played "schooning" by 
skipping pebbles across the water.  What sailboat was 
named after this game?

schooner 
7 . Novels
What is the first book in a series written by L.M. 
Montgomery about a girl named Anne?

Anne of Green Gables 
8 . Typos
What word was actually intended in this actual 
help-wanted ad?
  Wanted - cook to help prepare males for an
  elderly woman.

meals 
9 . Seas
What sea is surrounded by Alaska to its east, Siberia to 
its west and northwest, and the Aleutian Island arc to 
its south?

Bering Sea 
1 0 . The Atmosphere
What characteristic of the atmosphere is proportional 
to the total mass of air above any given area?

pressure (air pressure) 
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1 1 . Pressure
What adjective indicates the type of pressure exerted 
by the weight of the air above a point on the Earth's 
surface?

atmospheric 
1 2 . Novels
In a novel, the two components of the setting include 
the time and what else?

the place 
1 3 . Tsunamis
By 1998, the Hawaiian Islands had been hit by 
tsunamis 37 times since their discovery by Captain 
Cook in 1778.  To the nearest year, a tsunami 
affecting Hawaii occurs on an average of how many 
years?

6 .
1 4 . Heroes
These things happened to whom while he was 
returning home?
  A witch turned his crew into pigs.
  He was captured by a one-eyed giant.
  Sea nymphs lured his men to their deaths.

Ulysses (Odysseus) 
1 5 . Biomes
The northern coniferous forest called the taiga meets 
what treeless biome more or less along the Arctic 
Circle?

tundra 

1 6 . Mountain Making
The Himalayas were formed when what subcontinent 
collided with Asia?

India (Indian subcontinent) 
1 7 . Change of State
The change of a substance to a denser form such as 
gas to a liquid is called ...

condensat ion  
1 8 . Accentual Verse
How many stresses per line are in this poem?
  Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.
  Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
  All the king's horses and all the king's men
  Couldn't put Humpty together again.

four 
1 9 . Fruit Hybrids
The name for the hybrid resulting from crossing a 
mandarin with an orange is shared with what heroine 
of an American folksong whose shoes were number 
nine?

Clement ine 
2 0 . C.S. Lewis
What is the first book in the series of seven fantasy 
novels collectively called "The Chronicles of Narnia"?

The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe 
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2 1 . Literary Characters
What is the literary term for the protagonist in a story 
who is courageous and admired for brave deeds and 
noble qualities?

hero (heroine) 
2 2 . Algebraic Expressions
Translate this into an algebraic expression.
  five less than twice a number x

2x - 5 
2 3 . Subatomic Physics
The name of what subatomic particle begins with "q"?

quark 
2 4 . Allusions
This line relates to what story?
  Although I can accept talking scarecrows,
  lions and great wizards of emerald cities,
  I find it hard to believe there is no paperwork
  involved when your house lands on a witch.

The (Wonderful) Wizard of Oz 
2 5 . Folklore
With what two rivers is the legendary keelboatman 
Mike Fink associated?

Ohio, Mississippi 

2 6 . Ratio Problems
There is a total of 450 cockroaches and centipedes in 
Billybob's refrigerator in the ratio of 9 to 1.  How 
many cockroaches are there?

405 
2 7 . Mathematical Wordplay
This line illustrates what form of wordplay?
  Did you hear about the geometrician
  who went to the beach to catch some
  rays and came back a tan gent?

pun 
2 8 . Folklore
What kind of legendary character is suggested by this 
description?
  A wrinkled, wizen'd, and bearded elf, with
  spectacles stuck on his pointed nose, silver
  buckles to his hose, a leather apron, and a
  shoe in his lap.

leprechaun 
2 9 . Emblems
What ancient religious symbol of good luck formed 
by a Greek cross with the ends of the arms bent at 
right angles was worn by Heinrich Himmler, Hermann 
Goering, and Erwin Rommel?

swastika 
3 0 . Medications
Drowsiness, fatigue, nausea, blurred vision, dry mouth, 
rapid heartbeat, constipation, diarrhea, and dizziness 
are among many results a drug may have beyond its 
original intent.  What is the term for such secondary 
consequences?

side effects 
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3 1 . Government
Of the three broad levels of government in the U.S., 
which builds sewer systems, inspects buildings, and 
keeps birth records?

local 
3 2 . Probability
The Keen Campaign Kit includes 4 illustrious ideas, 6 
faults of foes, and 10 premier promises.  What are the 
chances that the first item drawn randomly from the 
kit will be a fault?

3 in 10 (or 3/10 or 6/20) 
3 3 . Big Cities
Which of the ten biggest cities in the U.S. is in 
Illinois?

Chicago 
3 4 . Exponents
What number equals three squared times two?

18 
3 5 . Symptoms
Old Uncle Dickie has a pain in his neck, along with 
headaches, dizziness, and blurred vision.  Given that 
he was stopped at a traffic light when he got 
rear-ended by a careless motorist a few days ago, 
name the injury he had probably sustained.

whiplash 

3 6 . Medications
Antacids are agents that neutralize acid in what organ?

stomach 
3 7 . Homesteads
In 1820, an act was passed enabling a farmer to 
purchase a plot of land for $100 at $1.25 per acre.  
How much land could be acquired for that amount?

80 acres 
3 8 . Charactonyms
In the "Harry Potter" novels, what character with a 
name reminiscent of a legendary founder of Rome 
turns into a werewolf?

Remus Lupin 
3 9 . Motion
Mr. Knievel just jumped thirteen school buses but 
parted ways with his motorcycle immediately upon 
landing.  Even without the motorcycle, he continued 
to slide, bounce, and roll for another 84 feet.  What 
caused him to continue moving forward?

inertia (momentum) 
4 0 . Greek Literature
What story by Aesop could have had this title?
  The Young Homo sapiens Who
  Exclaimed "Canis lupus"

The Boy Who Cried Wolf 
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Alt. 1. Major Projects
The Channel Tunnel connects what two countries?

Great Britain, France 
Alt. 2. Air Masses
A maritime air mass originates over what?

an ocean 
Alt. 3. Cotton
Cotton plants produce green fruits called what?

bolls 
Alt. 4. Novels
In Susan Cooper's "Over Sea, Under Stone," the first 
volume of "The Dark Is Rising" series, three children 
enter the world of what legendary British king?

King Arthur 
Alt. 5. Track Practice
Every day during track practice, Ronny runs around a 
quarter-mile track four and one-half times.  How 
many miles does he run in five days?

5 5/8 (5.625) 
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1 . Lines
What kind of lines are always equidistant from one 
another?

parallel lines 
2 . State Nicknames
Because of the discovery of rich mineral wealth there 
in 1848, what state became the Golden State?

California 
3 . Atmospheric Temperature
The mean daily temperature is computed by adding 
the maximum and minimum daily air temperature and 
dividing by what value?

2 .
4 . Settlers
With James Oglethorpe at their head, the first settlers 
landed in 1733 in what colony named for a British 
king?

Georgia 
5 . Symbols
In the Great Seal of the United States, what Latin 
words are on the ribbon in the bald eagle's beak?

e pluribus unum 

6 . Heteronyms
Spell the heteronym that can mean either "to scatter 
seeds" or "a female pig."

sow 
7 . Myths
In Greek mythology, what are these?
  Phlegethon
  Acheron
  Cocytus 
  Lethe
  Styx

rivers (of Hades) 
8 . Color
When you mix, or add, multiple colors you eventually 
end up with black.  When you subtract colors, you 
eventually end up with ...

white 
9 . Theories
This refers to what heavenly bodies?
  No one knows surely how they were formed.
  One guess is that they came from a large
  planet which was once between Mars and
  Jupiter.  Perhaps the large planet came too
  close to the giant Jupiter and was pulled to
  pieces.

asteroids (planetoids) 
1 0 . Senate Rules
In order for a vote to be taken in the Senate, at least 
how many senators must be present?

51 
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1 1 . Lofty Parks
Name either of the provinces in which the Canadian 
Rocky Mountain Parks are located.

Alberta, British Columbia 
1 2 . Sedimentary Rocks
Up to 90% of the grains of what common sedimentary 
rock often found in sinkholes and caverns are skeletal 
fragments of organisms that lived in the ocean?

l imestone 
1 3 . Square Root
Multiply the square root of 9 by 7.

21 
1 4 . Garbonzo Math
The price of garbonzo beans dropped from $2 for 3 
pounds to $2 for 5 pounds.  How many more pounds 
of beans can now be purchased for $20?

20 pounds 
1 5 . Criminal Activity
Derived from a smuggler's practice of transporting 
liquor in their boots, what is the term for the 
unauthorized manufacture, distribution or sale of a 
product?

boot legging 

1 6 . Math Properties
The commutative property for addition is a + b = b + 
a.  What is the commutative property for 
multiplication?

ab = ba (or a times b = b times a) 
1 7 . Puzzles
"GEGS" is a clever crossword clue for what common 
breakfast with a two-word name?

scrambled eggs 
1 8 . Hit the Brakes!
What force between the brake pads and the wheels 
causes a vehicle to decelerate?

friction 
1 9 . Injuries
Muscle is to strain as ligament is to ...

sprain 
2 0 . Battles
The navies of what two countries opposed each other 
in the Battle of Leyte Gulf?

U.S., Japan 
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2 1 . Arcs
How many degrees are in an angle that begins on the 
edge of a circle and subtends an arc of twenty degrees 
on the circle?

ten degrees 
2 2 . Algebraic Expressions
If there are M months in a year, W weeks in a month, 
and D days in a week, how many days are there on 
one year?

MWD 
2 3 . Writing History
The scribes of ancient Egypt used what writing system 
involving pictorial symbols?

hieroglyphics 
2 4 . Bibliographies
What words should be italicized or underlined in this 
bibliographical entry?
  Goldschneider, F. K., Waite, L., (1986).
  Nonfamily living and the erosion of traditional
  family orientations among young adults.
  American Sociological Review, 51, 541-554.

American Sociological Review 
2 5 . Probability
50% of the insects in your basement are cockroaches.  
50% of those cockroaches are males.  What is the 
probability that a randomly-selected insect in your 
basement is a female cockroach?

25% (1 in 4 or .25) 

2 6 . Several Seas
These are arms or parts of what body of water?
  Tyrrhenian Sea, Ligurian Sea, Ionian Sea, 
  Adriatic Sea

Mediterranean Sea 
2 7 . Stories
Warned by a farsighted rabbit that their warren is to be 
destroyed by a housing development, a group of 
rabbits flees into the unknown in what book by 
Richard Adams?

Watership Down 
2 8 . No-Calorie Diets
What is the term for going without food for medical 
or philosophical reasons?

fasting 
2 9 . Time
What time zone is between the Mountain Standard 
Time Zone and the Eastern Standard Time Zone?

Central Standard Time Zone 
3 0 . Corpuscles
What blood corpuscles destroy disease-producing 
organisms?

leukocytes (white blood cells) 
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3 1 . Means
What is the mean of 37 and 15?

26 
3 2 . Mountain States
Which is last on an alphabetical list of states through 
which the Appalachians pass?

West Virginia 
3 3 . Earth Science
Name the invisible mixture of gases, about 99% of 
which consists of nitrogen and oxygen.

air 
3 4 . Algebraic Fractions
Multiply 4m/7 by 2n/3.

8mn/21 
3 5 . Gold
What is the term for lump of native gold?

nugget 

3 6 . Presidential Decisions
What president announced a blockade of Cuba?

John Kennedy 
3 7 . Atoms
What part of an atom is formed by its protons and 
neutrons?

nucleus 
3 8 . Military Groups
What U.S. Army unit was primarily responsible for the 
orderly expansion of the American West?

Cavalry 
3 9 . Scientific Homonyms
What term can mean either the time between being 
exposed to a pathogen and the first appearance of 
symptoms or the period during which birds sit on 
their eggs before they hatch?

incubation 
4 0 . Scientific Notation
What number could be expressed as five times 10 to 
the negative one power plus six times ten to the 
negative two power?

.56 
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Alt. 1. Figures of Speech
What is the most common example of onomatopoeia 
regarding a locomotive?

choo-choo 
Alt. 2. Agriculture
The three most important grains in terms of world 
production are wheat, rice, and what other?

corn 
Alt. 3. Colorful Careers
Before moving to Texas and ending up at the Alamo, 
Davy Crockett had been a member of Congress 
representing what state?

Tennessee  
Alt. 4. Travel Problems
You leave your home at 10 a.m. and drive to your 
favorite uncle's house 238.5 miles away at an average 
speed of 53 miles per hour.  What time do you arrive?

2:30 p.m. 
Alt. 5. Humidity
What is the highest possible relative humidity in 
saturated air?

100% 
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1 . Research Facilities
Name the once super-secret town in New Mexico 
where research on nuclear weapons was conducted 
during World War II.

Los Alamos 
2 . Colonial History
The history of what New World colony is associated 
with the Calvert family?

Maryland 
3 . Cartoon Vocabulary
What term beginning with "a" and associated with a 
type of cartoon means vigorous, lively, or spirited?

animated 
4 . Egyptian Deities
Ancient Egyptians believed that their pharaohs were 
descendants of what Sun god?

Ra 
5 . Travel Problems
Two trucks are two hundred miles apart on a straight 
Nevada highway.  One starts at 9:00 p.m. and drives 
west at 60 mph. The other starts at 9:00 p.m. and 
drives east at 40 mph.  What time do they meet?

11 p.m. 

6 . Oceanside Countries
Name both countries adjacent to the North Atlantic 
with names that begin with the letter "I".

Ireland, Iceland 
7 . Slavery
Between 1861 and 1865, many slaves escaping from 
the South made their way to the north through the 
Underground what?

Railroad 
8 . Latin America
The heartland of the world's eighth largest country is a 
broad grassy plain, the Pampas.  Name this South 
American country.

Argentina 
9 . The Earth
TName the magnetic field that surrounds the Earth.

m a g n e t o s p h e r e  
1 0 . Astronomy
What is this passage about?
  Today, 88 are recognized by astronomers and
  they divide the sky into units just like state
  boundaries divide the United States.

constel lat ions 
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1 1 . Triangles
In triangle RST, what is the angle included between RS 
and ST?

angle s 
1 2 . Instruments
It consists of a heavy pendulum with a marking device 
and a rotating recording drum, both of which are 
attached by a shaft drilled well into bedrock.  Identify 
this device used for measuring earthquake intensity.

seismograph 
1 3 . Vandalism
What is the collective name for images, symbols, or 
words scratched, painted, or marked onto walls of 
private property?

graffiti 
1 4 . Seas
The Arabian Sea is part of what ocean?

Indian 
1 5 . Experiments
You fill a glass with water and slide a card over the 
top.  Keeping your hand pressed on the card, you turn 
the glass upside down.  When you carefully remove 
your hand holding the card against the glass, the card 
remains in place and no water spills.  What holds the 
card in place?

atmospheric pressure 

1 6 . Scientific Notation
What decimal numeral is indicated by 10 to the 
negative 4 power?

.0001 
1 7 . Surrenders
What former Southeast Asian country surrendered to 
Communist forces in 1975?

South Vietnam 
1 8 . Pronouns
What is the first pronoun used in the Preamble to the 
U.S. Constitution?

we 
1 9 . Minerals
Like obsidian, what mineral can be chipped into sharp 
flakes for blades and arrowheads, but can also be 
struck against steel to produce sparks?

flint 
2 0 . Research
In experiments, scientists choose the values of the 
independent variables and then measure the values of 
what other variables?

dependent variables 
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2 1 . Special Seats
What kind of seats are in fighter aircraft that throw a 
pilot clear of a damaged aircraft?

ejector (ejection) seats 
2 2 . Metric Areas
The George Washington Carver Museum in Missouri 
is a perfect square with a perimeter of 4000 meters, 
giving it an area of how many square meters?

1 million 
2 3 . The Future Tense
Express "we are told" in the future tense.

we shall (or will) be told 
2 4 . Geysers
More than half of the world's geysers are located in 
what American national park?

Yel lowstone 
2 5 . State Attractions
In what state could you visit Great Sand Dunes 
National Monument, Dinosaur National Monument, 
the Royal Gorge, and Black Canyon of the Gunnison 
National Park?

Colorado 

2 6 . Mathematical Reasoning
If A = B and C = D, then A + C equals what?

B + D 
2 7 . Song Lyrics
What is the vocation of the character who sings these 
words in a musical?
  I choose me bristles with pride
  Yes, I do
  A broom for the shaft
  And a broom for the flue

chimney sweep 
2 8 . Opening Lines
What story by Pamela Travers begins with this?
  If you want to find Cherry Tree Lane, ask a
  policeman at the crossroads.

Mary Poppins 
2 9 . Number Sentences
One half of what number added to seven is eleven?

8 .
3 0 . Architectural History
In 1339, construction of the Kremlin began in what 
city?

Moscow 
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3 1 . Law Enforcement
A person who has been detained and taken into 
custody by a police officer to answer for a crime has 
been what?

arrested (apprehended, busted, seized) 
3 2 . Empires
Malta, Hong Kong, Aden, Singapore, and South 
Africa were all part of what empire?

British Empire 
3 3 . Antecedents
Name the antecedent of the pronouns in this line.
  Mountains appear more lofty the nearer they
  are approached, but great men often resemble
  them not in this particular.

mountains 
3 4 . Government Agencies
What U.S. federal agency was formed in response to 
the successful launch of Sputnik by the Soviet Union?

NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Admin.) 
3 5 . Variation
When x = 2, y = 12.  When x = 3, y = 18.  When x = 
4, y = 24.  What is y when x = 10?

60 

3 6 . Architecture
A platform surrounded by a railing that projects from 
the wall of a building is called a ...

balcony 
3 7 . Algebraic Operations
The product of -5 and what number is 30?

-6 
3 8 . Puns
The collective name for what common animals with 
bodies segmented into heads, thoraxes, and abdomens 
completes this pun?
  People with unconventional beliefs often
  congregate ...

insects 
3 9 . Polygons
If one side of a regular decagon is 8 inches, what is its 
perimeter?

80 inches 
4 0 . Heat
Heat travels through metals by conduction, upward 
through fluids by convection, and through space by 
what process?

radiation 
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Alt. 1. World Countries
What republic, the world's seventh largest country, is 
one-third the size of the U.S. and has three times as 
many people?

India 
Alt. 2. Vocal Music
Yodeling is a form of vocal music associated with what 
country?

Switzerland 
Alt. 3. Physical Properties
What is the collective name for substances that can 
carry an electric current or heat?

conductors 
Alt. 4. Land Ho!
If you and your broken sailboat were to drift to the 
western extreme of the North Sea, you would reach 
the shores of what country?

Great Britain (U.K., England, Scotland) 
Alt. 5. Expressions
Long ago, minstrels often sold their ballads for the 
price of a meal or a night's lodgings.  This gave rise to 
the expression, "to buy it for a" what?

song 
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1 . Bays
The Bay of Bengal is part of what ocean?

Indian Ocean 
2 . Misplaced Modifiers
What prepositional phrase is out of place in this 
excerpt from an actual medical report?
  She slipped on the ice and apparently her legs
  went in separate directions in early December.

in early December 
3 . Ratios
Express this continued ratio in lowest terms.
  1 ton to 200 pounds to 64 ounces

50 to 5 to 1 
4 . Technology
Name the simple, portable device used to generate 
electricity through an electrochemical reaction.

battery 
5 . Monkeys
What large monkeys, adapted to life on the ground, 
have short tails and brightly colored hairless areas on 
their buttocks?

baboons 

6 . Fat Stories
In what story by Robert Kimmel Smith is the central 
character, Ned, sent off to diet camp?

Jelly Belly 
7 . Resistance
The filaments in a light bulb have a high resistance, 
which causes the electrical energy passing through 
them to be converted to light and what kind of 
energy?

thermal (heat) 
8 . Ecosystems
While an ecosystem that consists of a wide variety of 
species is a polyculture, what kind of ecosystem is 
dominated by a single species?

monoculture 
9 . Faulty Sentences
You can eliminate what one word to turn this sentence 
fragment into a complete sentence?
  When it often rains during a summer picnic

when 
1 0 . Vision Correction
What kind of corrective lenses have two viewing zones, 
one for seeing near objects and one for distance?

bifocals 
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1 1 . Autobiographies
He wrote, "I'm the darling branch of old Kentuck that 
can eat up a painter, hold a buffalo out to drink, and 
put a rifle-ball through the moon."  Name this 
congressman who died at the Alamo.

Davy Crockett 
1 2 . Averages
What is the average of these numbers?
  2, 7, 9, 10, 5, 11, 4, 7, 11, 10

7.6 
1 3 . Case
What grammatical case expresses ownership?

possessive case 
1 4 . Juries
A person accused of a crime has the right to be tried 
by a jury of his equals.  What is the traditional name 
for these "equals"?

peers 
1 5 . Country Abbreviations
What other abbreviation was used for a country whose 
name was also abbreviated as C.C.C.P.?

U.S.S.R.  

1 6 . Aerodynamics
The transition at transonic speeds from subsonic to 
supersonic travel is called the sound what?

barrier 
1 7 . Corn
At the top of the corn plant is the male flower called 
the what?

tassel (stamen) 
1 8 . Settings
An island in which ocean is the setting for "Lord of 
the Flies"?

Pacific 
1 9 . Cowboys
In the Old West, many cowboys made their livings 
training wild horses so they could be ridden.  What 
term did they use for wild horses?

broncos (mustangs) 
2 0 . Microscope Lenses
The ocular lens of a microscope is marked 20x.  The 
total magnifying power of the microscope is 500x.  
What is the power of the objective lens?

25x 
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2 1 . American Invasions
Shortly before the Battle of the Little Bighorn, white 
settlers invaded what hills in South Dakota?

Black Hills 
2 2 . Atmospheric Geography
Scientists estimate that more than 20% of the world's 
oxygen supply is produced in what rainforest?

Amazon 
2 3 . Sentence Parts
What kind of subject is illustrated in these examples?
  Ron and Eric gasped as the size of Bill's fish.
  Her hands and feet were covered with goo.
  Hyenas and cheetahs roamed the savannah.

compound subject 
2 4 . Binary History
Express as a binary number the number of Wonders 
of the Ancient World.

111 
2 5 . Old Schools
Around 370 B.C., Plato opened his Academy in what 
city?

Athens 

2 6 . The U.S. Population
Conservative estimates suggest there are more than 
five million people in the U.S. who have either 
remained after their temporary visas have expired or 
who have sneaked into the country.  These people are 
classified as illegal what?

aliens 
2 7 . Acute Discomfort
Migraine is pain in what part of the body?

head 
2 8 . Speleology
Some soda straws forming from the roofs of caves 
become plugged and continue growing to become 
what other kind of inverted cone-shaped formations?

stalactites 
2 9 . Real Estate Deliberations
This is about what real estate deal?
  When Jefferson received copies of the treaty,
  he worried about the national debt and about
  the constitutionality of adding such a large
  territory by treaty.

Louisiana Purchase 
3 0 . Brain Anatomy
The wrinkles of the cerebrum that enable the skull to 
contain some 2,500 square centimeters of cerebral 
cortex are called ...

convolut ions 
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3 1 . Missile Proportions
The government figured it would take 18 laser 
weapons to shoot down 200 incoming missiles.  How 
many laser weapons are needed to down 4000 
incoming missiles by to these statistics?

360 
3 2 . American Revolution
During the American Revolution, what was anothjer 
name for the Loyalists?

Tories 
3 3 . Plurals and Singulars
What is the singular of "species"?

species 
3 4 . Earth Science
What "ism" indicates the underground formation and 
movement of molten rock material and the activity of 
this material on the Earth's surface?

vulcanism 
3 5 . Leaders
These people have all served as prime ministers of 
what country?
  David Ben Gurion, Golda Meir, Yitzhak Rabin,
  Menachem Begin, Ariel Sharon, Shimon Peres

Israel 

3 6 . Fungi
The three categories of fungi that begin with "m" are 
mildews, molds, and what else?

mushrooms 
3 7 . Blood
Blood consists of various kinds of blood cells 
suspended in what liquid?

plasma (serum) 
3 8 . Performing Arts Etymology
What term that in ancient Rome referred to an oval 
arena for chariot races, equestrian shows, and staged 
battles later came to mean the kind of entertainments 
produced by people such as James Bailey and P.T. 
Barnum?

circus 
3 9 . Insect Development
During what stage of development do insects undergo 
their greatest metamorphosis?

pupa 
4 0 . Warships
What raftlike ship with a revolving turret amidships 
met the ironclad Virginia, formerly the Merrimack, in 
a five-hour battle in 1862?

Monitor 
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Alt. 1. Presidents
What two presidents were born in Quincy, 
Massachusetts?

John Adams, John Quincy Adams 
Alt. 2. Mesopotamians
What ancient seafaring Mesopotamian people, famous 
for their process of dying fabric purple, also invented 
glassblowing?

Phoenic ians 
Alt. 3. Clock Angles
During one-half hour, how many degrees does the 
minute hand rotate?

180 degrees 
Alt. 4. Transportation
For transporting loads, animals such as elephants, 
yaks, reindeer, goats, water buffalo, and llamas have all 
been used by various civilization as beasts of ...

burden 
Alt. 5. Geometric Figures
A hexagram is formed by extending each of the sides 
of what regular polygon into equilateral triangles?

hexagon 
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1 . Anagrams
The phrase "silver and gold" is an anagram for "grand 
old" what?

evils 
2 . Geology
What is the phrase for the processes in which rocks are 
metamorphosed to metamorphic rocks or melted to 
form igneous rocks or uplifted and eroded to make 
sediments that lithify into sedimentary rocks?

rock cycle 
3 . Accents
Which word below is accented on the third syllable?
  There is no such test of a man's superiority of
  character as in the well-conducting of an
  unavoidable quarrel.

unavoidable 
4 . Slavery
The first importation of African slaves to the New 
World occurred in 1501 when Spanish settlers brought 
them to Santo Domingo on what island?

Hispaniola 
5 . Explorers
Amerigo Vespucci referred to the area he discovered 
as the "Mundus Novus," which means ...

New World 

6 . Cities
What city in Massachusetts was named after an 
American patriot, silversmith, and engraver of the 
American Revolution?

Revere 
7 . Insurrections
At what site was John Brown captured?

Harpers Ferry 
8 . War
In 1945, the British aircraft carriers "Indefatigable," 
"Formidable," and "Victorious" were heavily damaged 
by Japanese suicide planes called what?

kamikazes 
9 . Biology History
Although the 17th-century physician, William Harvey, 
believed the heart is a pump that recirculates blood 
through the body, his theory was mostly rejected at 
the time because he lacked the technology to see what 
tiny links between arteries and veins?

capillaries 
1 0 . Scientific Devices
What is broken into its component parts by a 
spectroscope?

light 
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1 1 . Rangeland
In the 1890s, millions of what two domesticated 
animals that competed for grass on American prairies 
led to open conflict between their owners?

cattle, sheep 
1 2 . Multiplying Variables
If y is doubled, it will change from 13 to 26 or from 
---- to 90.

45 
1 3 . Maps
What exactly is indicated by the number "2250" on a 
contour line of a topographic map?

elevation of 2250 feet (or meters) 
1 4 . Angles
What can be said about two angles if any of these 
conditions are true?
  They are both right angles.
  They are both straight angles.
  They are vertical angles.
  Their complements are congruent.
  Their supplements are congruent.

The angles are congruent. 
1 5 . English Literature
This line is from what book by Daniel Defoe?
  I let him know his name should be Friday,
  which was the day I saved his life.

Robinson Crusoe 

1 6 . Movie Making
What word is called out by a movie director ordering 
actors to begin playing a scene?

action 
1 7 . Community Statistics
A certain community of 16,000 has 320 medical 
providers.  What is the number of medical providers 
per capita?

.02 
1 8 . Empowering a Dictator
Whose political position was strengthened by the 
failed invasion at the Bay of Pigs in 1961?

Fidel Castro's 
1 9 . Tracts
What tract in the body includes the nose, throat, 
larynx, trachea, bronchial tubes, and lungs?

respiratory tract 
2 0 . Angles
What is 3/5 of a right angle?

54 degrees 
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2 1 . Clauses
What is the subordinate clause in this line?
  You can't depend on your judgment when your
  nose is in traction.

when your nose is in traction 
2 2 . Dinosaurs
Paleontologists believe that many dinosaurs held their 
large tails straight out and off the ground to help them 
maintain what?

balance 
2 3 . Drag
Air resists the movement of a vehicle passing through 
it.  These drag forces increase with the square of the 
vehicle speed.  Twice the speed produces how many 
times the force?

four times 
2 4 . Volatility
The concept of volatility usually applies to what phase 
of matter?

liquid 
2 5 . Algebraic Expressions
Barnum starts work at 8 a.m. and Bailey begins at 9 
a.m.  If they both finish at the same time and Barnum 
worked y hours, how many hours did Bailey work?

y - 1 

2 6 . Cities
These cities are on the shores of what sea?
  Colon
  Belize City
  Santo Domingo

Caribbean Sea 
2 7 . Burning
Sometimes lasting for years, what kind of burning 
may occur in coal mines or in subsurface peatlands, 
producing heat, smoke, but no flames?

smoldering ( incomplete combustion) 
2 8 . Communications
This communication by Ulysses Grant was written to 
whom?
  General: In accordance with the substance of
  my letter to you on the eighth, I propose to
  receive the surrender of the army of Northern
  Virginia on the following terms.

Robert E. Lee 
2 9 . Storms
What kind of storm has a diameter of less than 400 
meters and wind speeds of up to 650 km per hour or 
more?

tornado (twister) 
3 0 . Perfect Squares
What is the sum of the perfect squares between 17 and 
48?

61 
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3 1 . Psychology
What psychological aspect of these people is indicated 
in these descriptions?
  Norma is reserved, detached, critical, and
  aloof.  Stan is outgoing, warmhearted, and
  easygoing.  Stella is tough-minded, forthright
  and self-reliant.

personality (character) 
3 2 . Foolish Expressions
Complete this expression.
  Fool me once, shame on you.  Fool me twice ...

shame on me 
3 3 . Gases
What gas is used extensively in cryogenics, as a diluent 
for oxygen in deep-sea breathing systems, and to 
inflate lighter-than-air balloons?

helium 
3 4 . Foot Disorders
Fallen arches is another name for what condition in 
humans?

flatfoot (flat feet) 
3 5 . Geologic Etymology
What term for a basin-shaped volcanic depression 
comes from a Spanish word for cauldron?

caldera 

3 6 . Antecedents
What is the antecedent in this line?
  The only thing wrong with immortality is that
  it tends to go on forever.

immortality 
3 7 . Points of View
Anthropocentrism holds that what creatures hold a 
special place in nature?

humans (people) 
3 8 . Island History
During its first 200 years of British colonial rule, what 
was Jamaica's primary export?

sugar 
3 9 . Presidential Elections
In the U.S., the candidate winning a presidential 
election may not have the most popular votes but must 
have a majority of what other kind of votes?

electoral 
4 0 . Algebraic Expressions
One bus will carry x passengers.  Express 
algebraically how many busses will be required to 
carry y people.

y/x 
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Alt. 1. Catastrophes
The Exxon Valdez was to Prince William Sound in 
1989 as the BP Deepwater Horizon was to what body 
of water in 2010?

Gulf of Mexico 
Alt. 2. Astronomical Events
What adjective describes the type of lunar eclipse 
indicated by this passage?
  On March 24th, 1997, part of the full Moon was
  covered by the umbra for three hours.

partial 
Alt. 3. Amphibians
Name the developmental transition between larval and 
adult stages of amphibians that involves extreme 
morphological transformation.

metamorphosis  
Alt. 4. Shooter Projections
Hawkeye Caldwell took 25 shots at a can, hitting it 3 
times.  At this rate, how many times will he hit it in 
200 shots?

24 
Alt. 5. Body Functions
Which body system absorbs digested food from the 
intestine and oxygen from the lungs and carries away 
cellular wastes?

circulatory system 
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1 . China
Formerly a British crown colony, what province is 
remarkably different from the rest of China?

Hong Kong 
2 . Asian Homelands
The original homeland of the Dalai Lama is in the 
same mountain range in which what large, hairy, 
humanlike animal is also supposed to dwell?

Yeti (Abominable Snowman) 
3 . Classical Music
What term for a classical musical composition is 
hidden in the word "octopus"?

opus 
4 . Documents
What official document that you would not need when 
traveling from Puerto Rico to Guam would you need 
to travel from Key West to Sri Lanka?

passport 
5 . Stimulants
What mild, odorless, alkaloid stimulant is present in 
kola nuts, tea leaves, and coffee beans?

caffeine 

6 . Arthropods
The heads of these worm-shaped creatures have a pair 
of antennae and three pairs of mouth parts.  Their 
bodies are segmented.  Each segment has a pair of 
legs and a pair of breathing openings called spiracles.  
Most have 15 to 23 segments, but some have more 
than 100.  Name these arthropods.

cent ipedes 
7 . Colonies
Identify the southwesternmost New England colony.

Connect icut  
8 . British Authors
What, according to Rudyard Kipling "ate the starfish 
and the garfish, and the crab and the dab, and the 
plaice and the dace, and the skate and his mate, and 
the mackerel and the pickerel, and the really truly 
twirly-whirly eel"?

the whale 
9 . Scientific Notation
50 equals 5 times ten to what power?

first 
1 0 . Motors
The ac motor is used today in fans, clocks, clothes 
dryers, furnaces, and many other home appliances.  
But almost all motors used in vehicles are what kind of 
motors?

dc (direct current) 
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1 1 . Lines
What is the minimum number of times that two 
straight lines can intersect?

zero 
1 2 . Electricity
An object whose positive and negative charges exactly 
balance is said to be electrically what?

neutral 
1 3 . Fields of Science
Name the field involving the development and use of 
devices that are only a few nanometers in size.

nanotechno logy  
1 4 . Factoring
What is the prime factorization of 1386?

2 x 3 x 3 x 7 x 11 
1 5 . Storms
Name the localized violent storm that rotates 
cyclonically and emerges from the base of a 
cumulonimbus cloud.

tornado 

1 6 . Space Travel Math
After flying 168 light years, Ijon needed 5.6 gallons 
of plutonium juice to fill his tank.  How many gallons 
of plutonium juice would he need for the 417-light 
year trip from Xygreb to the Antwarx star system?

13.9 
1 7 . Statue Adjectives
What adjective in the poem, "The New Colossus," on 
the base of the Statue of Liberty is a synonym for 
crowded, abounding, overflowing, and swarming?

teeming 
1 8 . High-Dollar Real Estate
Perhaps no other equal area in the world is now worth 
so vast a sum of money as what island purchased in 
1626 by Peter Minuit?

Manhattan Island 
1 9 . Health Suffixes
What suffix indicates inflammation?

-itis 
2 0 . Clouds
If there is a cumulus cloud between you and the Sun, 
it generally appears what color?

gray (black) 
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2 1 . Compromises
What compromise adopted at the birth of the U.S. 
Constitution resolved the dispute between the South 
that wanted slaves counted in their populations and the 
northern states which argued that slaves could not be 
both property and people entitled to representation?

Three-f i f ths Compromise 
2 2 . Endangered Reptiles
It was on the endangered species list but has come 
back to the point that a fair number of household pets 
are becoming its prey.  Name this Florida reptile.

alligator 
2 3 . Animal Literature
This passage by T.S. Eliot is about what kind of 
animal?
  The Rum Tum Tugger is a terrible bore:  When
  you let him in, then he wants to be out.  He's
  always on the wrong side of every door, and
  soon as he's at home, then he'd like to get
  about.

cat 
2 4 . Bodies of Water
What is the name for an area of water isolated behind 
a large sandbar?

lagoon 
2 5 . Weapons
Many state and local governments have laws and 
ordinances regulating people who carry guns beneath 
their clothing.  What adjective applies to such weapons 
hidden from view?

concealed 

2 6 . Deltas
The delta of what North American river contains 
about 40 percent of all coastal wetlands in the lower 
48 states?

Mississippi River 
2 7 . Carthaginians
In 218 B.C., what commander led his army of ninety 
thousand soldiers and forty elephants from Spain, 
across Gaul, and over Europe's highest mountain 
range to attack Rome?

Hannibal 
2 8 . Power Costs
If electricity costs 12 cents per kilowatt hour, what is 
the cost of running a 1.5 kilowatt heater for 8 hours?

$1.44 
2 9 . Massive Air Pollution
In the 1930s, there were times that dirt fell from the 
sky like snow in Chicago, Buffalo, and Boston, and 
red snow fell over New England.  What name was 
given to the region in the south-central United States 
that was the source of this particulate matter in the 
atmosphere?

Dust Bowl 
3 0 . Pennsylvania History
What did Drake's Folly produce?

oil (petroleum) 
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3 1 . Scientific Laws
What three words complete this statement about 
energy?
  Energy may be changed from one form to
  another, but it can never be either ...

created or destroyed 
3 2 . Legends
Since the Potomac River is about a mile wide, it is 
highly improbable that the story about what colonial 
American throwing a silver dollar across it is true?

George Washington 
3 3 . Cycles
Transpiration, evaporation, precipitation, and 
infiltration are parts of what cycle?

hydrologic (water) cycle 
3 4 . Occupational Deformities
Prolonged horseback riding over a period of years 
can result in what deformity of the lower appendages?

bowlegs 
3 5 . Paintings
These are examples of what kind of paintings?
  Transparent Bowl of Fruit
  Bread and Fruit Dish on a Table
  A Pair of Shoes
  Table, Napkin, and Fruit
  The Blue Vase

still life 

3 6 . Rectangles
The length of a rectangle is 5 feet greater than the 
width.  The perimeter is 38 feet.  Find the length.

12 feet 
3 7 . Levers
What is the name for the pivot point of a lever?

fulcrum 
3 8 . Lost Colonies
In 1822, what European country lost its largest 
colony, Brazil?

Portugal 
3 9 . Laws of the Land
Name the first law of the land of the United States.

Articles of Confederation 
4 0 . Rectangles
What property of a rectangle equals 2 times the sum 
of its length and width?

perimeter 
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Alt. 1. Aviation Homonyms
What term in aviation can mean either the maximum 
altitude attainable by an aircraft or the altitude of the 
lowest layer of clouds?

ceiling 
Alt. 2. Freedom!
It may have helped as many as fifty thousand escaped 
slaves reach haven in free states and Canada.  Name 
this nineteenth-century secret organization.

Underground Railroad 
Alt. 3. Triangle Perimeters
The perimeter of a triangle is 120 inches.  Find the 
longest side if the sides are in the ratio of 2 to 6 to 7.

56 inches 
Alt. 4. Force
You find yourself standing next to a giant sequoia.  
You muster all your strength and push against it with a 
150-pound force.  It simultaneously pushes again you 
with a force of how many pounds?

150 
Alt. 5. Military Forces
The United States Army superceded what other army 
that was disbanded in 1784?

Continental Army 
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1 . Conciseness
What word should be omitted from this line?
  The main reason why I detest this job is that I
  am not fond of wading in radioactive waste.

why 
2 . Ratios
Express this continued ratio in lowest terms.
  1/2 day to 9 hours to 3 hours

4 to 3 to 1 
3 . Silent Letters
Name any word that begins with "b" and ends with a 
silent "t."

ballet, beret, bouquet, buffet, etc. 
4 . Requirements
A person running for what public office in the U.S. 
must be at least thirty years old, a U.S. citizen for nine 
years, and a citizen of the state to be represented?

senator 
5 . Cultural Ages
What age came after the historical age named for an 
alloy of copper and tin?

Iron Age 

6 . Prefixes
What does the prefix mean in these words?
  omniumgatherum
  omnivorous
  omnibus
  omnipresent

all 
7 . Fixing Artistic Mistakes
The first erasers were made of either soft leather or 
freshly baked bread.  The discovery of what substance 
led to the abandonment of these crude erasers?

rubber 
8 . Poe's Poems
What word completes this line by Edgar Allan Poe?
  the tintinnabulation that so voluminously swells
  from the ringing and the dinging of the ...

bells 
9 . Marine Life
These fish are related to sharks and their appearance 
resembles flattened sharks.  Name these marine 
carnivores whose pectoral fins are especially large and 
shaped like wings.

rays 
1 0 . Wordiness
What phrase could be omitted from this sentence 
without any loss of meaning?
  Noxious weeds have taken over the area
  because of the fact that farmers cannot
  afford to plant their fields.

of the fact that 
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1 1 . Current Linguistics
In addition to Amerindian languages, what are the two 
main languages of Newfoundland?

English, French 
1 2 . Algebraic Substitution
When x = 5, what is the value of this expression?
  3(x squared)

75 
1 3 . Lighthouses
These are lighthouses in what state?
  Buzzards Bay
  Marblehead
  Plymouth
  Cape Cod

Massachuset ts  
1 4 . Genius
Express as a fraction the part that perspiration plays in 
genius according to Thomas Edison.

99/100 
1 5 . Arctic Areas
Name the westernmost country on the European 
mainland through which the Arctic Circle runs.

Norway 

1 6 . Solar System
The orbits of what two planets are closest in length to 
the orbit of Earth?

Mars, Venus 
1 7 . Conflagration
Arson always involves a kindling temperature, fuel, 
and what else?

oxygen 
1 8 . Molecules
What is the term for a molecule composed of different 
kinds of atoms?

compound 
1 9 . Grammar
The indirect object of a verb is in what case?

objective 
2 0 . Emergency Departures
What U.S. president had to flee the White House when 
it was burned by the British during the War of 1812?

James Madison 
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2 1 . Angles
What is the measure of the fourth angle if the 
measures of three of the four angles formed around a 
single point are 88, 52, and 80 degrees?

140 degrees 
2 2 . Calendars
Given that 1975, 1987, and 1999 were all the Year of 
the Rabbit on the Chinese calendar, what will be the 
next Year of the Rabbit?

2011 
2 3 . Revolutions
During what century did the French Revolution take 
place?

18th 
2 4 . Types of Angles
What type of angle is formed at each interior corner 
of an octagon?

obtuse angle 
2 5 . Composite Numbers
111 is divisible without a remainder by 3 and by what 
other prime number?

37 

2 6 . Narratives
Anonymous narratives originating in the folklore of a 
people that explain the origin of life, religious beliefs, 
and the forces of nature in supernatural terms are 
called what?

myths 
2 7 . Binary Numerals
What is the decimal equivalent of the binary numeral 
1111?

15 
2 8 . Ancient Clothing
Many ancient Romans wore what loose one-piece 
outer garments?

togas (tunics) 
2 9 . Aphorisms
According to the aphorism that substantial projects 
take time, effort, and patience, what city was not built 
in a day?

Rome 
3 0 . Colonial Founders
Sir James Oglethorpe founded the oldest city in 
Georgia.  Name it.

Savannah 
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3 1 . Deficiencies
The world's most prevalent nutritional deficiency is 
lack of which major nutrient?

protein 
3 2 . Astronomical Theories
For more than 1000 years, most people accepted the 
theory of what second-century Alexandrian scientist 
that the Earth lay at the center of the universe?

Ptolemy 
3 3 . Work Songs
These are lines from a song in a movie about people 
in what line of work?
  We pillage, we plunder, we rifle, and loot,
  We kidnap and ravage and don't give a hoot,
  We extort, we pilfer, we filch, and sack,
  Maraud and embezzle and even high-jack.

piracy 
3 4 . Fractional Equations
Solve this for y.
  y/.01 = 3

.03 
3 5 . Luggage
When the Civil War ended, large numbers of people 
began traveling and there was a need for inexpensive 
luggage.  Saddle makers responded to this by making 
what kind of containers from old floor coverings?

carpetbags 

3 6 . Perception
Involving any of the senses, they are common in cases 
of schizophrenia and in other psychoses.  They may 
also result from alcohol and drug abuse, or may be 
induced by electrical stimulation of the brain.  Name 
these perceptions unrelated to actual external stimuli.

hallucinations 
3 7 . European Neighbors
What two European countries are adjacent to each 
other, to the Bay of Biscay, and to the Mediterranean?

France, Spain 
3 8 . Newspapers
What type of article in a newspaper sets forth the 
position of the paper upon a subject?

editorial 
3 9 . Geometric Figures
What is the collective name for these figures?
  trapezoid
  rhombus
  square
  rectangle

quadrilaterals 
4 0 . Proportions
11 is to 121 as 9 is to what number?

81 
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Alt. 1. Perimeter Problems
Gail's garage is 30' by 40' while Gwendolyn's garage is 
40' by 40'.  The perimeter of Gwen's garage is how 
many feet longer than Gail's?

20' 
Alt. 2. Computers
Name the flashing symbol on a computer screen that 
indicates where one is working at any given moment.

cursor 
Alt. 3. Figures of Speech
Which word in this statement illustrates 
onomatopoeia?
  Like a leaky steam pipe or a hissing
  rattlesnake, the audience was hostile and
  clearly wanted to drop the comedian into a
  snow blower.

hissing 
Alt. 4. Nevada
A river and a city in Nevada were named after what 
famous mountain man, frontier guide, and Union 
general in the Civil War?

Kit Carson 
Alt. 5. Clashes
In 1770, a crowd pressed in upon a detachment led by 
Thomas Preston in Massachusetts.  The soldiers fired 
into the mob, killing five people.  How did this 
incident become popularly known?

Boston Massacre 
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1 . Sets
Two sets are represented by circles 1 and 2.  These 
circles overlap in a region called a lens.  What is 
another name for this region?

intersection 
2 . Numbers
The inverse of a number is called its ...

reciprocal 
3 . Oceanography
In 1958, a giant wave surged 1740 feet up the spur of 
a mountain in Lituya Bay in Alaska completely 
denuding the promontory of trees.  Name this kind of 
wave induced by an earthquake.

tsunami 
4 . Salaries
The Constitutional provision that the president's salary 
shall not be changed during his term in office was 
designed to make the executive independent of what 
body?

Congress 
5 . Energy
Today in the U.S., wind, solar, geothermal, biofuels, 
hydroelectric, and nuclear sources provide about 20 
percent of the energy consumed.  What category of 
fuels provides the other 80 percent?

fossil fuels 

6 . Angles
All of the angles in a rectangle are what kind of 
angles?

right angles 
7 . Woodrow Wilson
President Wilson borrowed part of this line that he 
used in a speech during the early days of World War I 
from what American revolutionary?
  The United States must be neutral in fact
  as well as in name during these days that
  are to try men's souls.

Thomas Paine 
8 . Consecutive Integers
The sum of 7 consecutive integers is 112.  What is the 
smallest integer in this group?

13 
9 . Topographic Maps
What general shape is formed by contour lines around 
the tops of hills and the bottoms of depressions?

circles (ovals, closed curves) 
1 0 . Geographic Slang
What is the slang variation of the term, boondocks?

boonies 
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1 1 . Mathematical Properties
According to the commutative property, what does x 
plus y equal?

y plus x 
1 2 . Colonial Economics
In the 1640s, several Massachusetts Bay colonists 
became wealthy by selling what kind of fish?

cod 
1 3 . Japan
Japan's economic growth after World War II took 
place because what country helped rebuild the nation's 
war-torn factories?

United States 
1 4 . Leadership Quotations
Complete this quote by the Frenchman, Charles 
Talleyrand, that illustrates parallel structure.
  I am more afraid of an army of one hundred
  sheep led by a lion than an army of one
  hundred lions led by a ...

sheep 
1 5 . Crises
The phrase, "hostage crisis," is generally used in 
relation to an event in 1979 in what country?

Iran 

1 6 . Mammals
The name for the mammalian order, Chiroptera, 
literally means "hand wing."  Name the creatures in 
this order in which the structure of the open wing 
resembles an outspread human hand with a membrane 
between the fingers that also stretches to the body.

bats 
1 7 . Forces
While tension is a pulling force, compression is what 
kind of force?

pushing force 
1 8 . Westward Expansion
For homesteaders on the Great Plains, what was the 
main use of buffalo chips?

fuel 
1 9 . Grievances
In the list of grievances in the Declaration of 
Independence, one charge against the British king was 
that he had deprived "us in many cases of the benefits 
of trial by" what?

jury 
2 0 . American Government
Which branch of American government neither makes 
laws nor enforces them?

judicial branch 
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2 1 . Glaciers
While continental glaciers cover large areas of 
continents, what kind of glaciers are confined to 
valleys?

valley glaciers 
2 2 . Visual Acuity
A nearsighted person who can read at 20 feet what a 
person with normal acuity can read at 30 yards has 
vision measured at what value?

20/90 
2 3 . Diseases
With a name reminiscent of a type of poultry, what 
highly contagious, relatively mild disease 
characterized by an itchy rash occurs mainly in 
children younger than nine?

chickenpox 
2 4 . Matter
What is the term for a solid with its atoms or molecules 
packed in a regularly ordered, repeating pattern 
extending in all three spatial dimensions?

crystal 
2 5 . The Atom
What is the charge on the nucleus of an atom?

positive 

2 6 . Consecutive Integers
Find two consecutive integers whose sum is 77.

38, 39 
2 7 . Atoms
What comprises most of the volume of an atom?

nothing (space, void, emptiness) 
2 8 . Velocity
What is the velocity, in feet per second, of an object 
that travels 30,000 feet in 2 minutes?

250 fps 
2 9 . Electrical Current
What kind of electrical current is used in flashlights 
and cellular phones?

direct current (or DC) 
3 0 . Agricultural Practices
What is the term for the separation of chaff from grain 
by means of wind?

winnowing 
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3 1 . City Nicknames
This is a sobriquet for what U.S. city?
  The City So Nice They Named It Twice

New York 
3 2 . Waves
The bouncing back of a wave after it strikes a barrier 
is called ...

reflection 
3 3 . Islam
What is the bible of Islam?

Koran 
3 4 . Triangles
The length of the hypotenuse is 50 yards.  The 
lengths of the legs are 40 and 30 yards.  What is the 
area of this triangle?

600 square yards 
3 5 . The Biosphere
Terrestrial ecosystems include all land environments.  
What kind of ecosystems include all marine and 
freshwater environments?

aquatic 

3 6 . Taxonomy
Which taxonomic classification consists of related 
classes of living things?

phylum 
3 7 . Correspondence
These illustrate what part of a business letter?
  Respectfully yours
  Very truly yours
  Sincerely yours

complimentary closing 
3 8 . Word Squares
What word is in the third line of a word square if the 
first two words are "hope" and "opal" and the last word 
is "elms"?

palm 
3 9 . Anniversaries
In 2012, who celebrated her 60th anniversary as 
England's monarch?

Elizabeth II 
4 0 . Aviation Milestones
What is the term for the first flight that an aspiring 
pilot takes in which there is no instructor in the plane?

solo (first solo flight) 
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Alt. 1. Skiing
Which joint is involved in about 45% of all skiing 
injuries?

knee 
Alt. 2. Chemical Processes
What process named after the Roman god of fire 
strengthens natural rubber?

vulcanizing 
Alt. 3. The Digestive System
It is about three centimeters across and seven meters 
long.  Identify this organ where most digestion takes 
place.

small intestine 
Alt. 4. Antarctica
Name the largest military base in Antarctica.

There are none. 
Alt. 5. Fields of Health
What field deals with the health and disease of 
animals?

veterinary medicine 
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1 . Theater
Name the sunken area in front of a stage where the 
orchestra sits during ballets, operas, and musicals.

pit 
2 . Living Off Others
While predators are usually larger than their prey and 
tend to consume most, if not all, of their prey, what 
symbionts tend to be much smaller than their prey 
and live only on a portion of the host's energy intake?

parasites 
3 . Geology
What geological phenomenon formed Lake Winnipeg 
and the Great Lakes?

glaciers (glaciation) 
4 . Tundra
Underlying most tundra in the region between the 
taiga and the Arctic Ocean is permanently frozen 
ground called what?

permafrost 
5 . Inflammations
Pneumonitis is the inflammation of what organ?

lung 

6 . Insect Anatomy
The wings of a yellow jacket are on which section of 
its body?

thorax 
7 . Antecedents
What is the antecedent in this line?
  Never judge a book by its movie.

book 
8 . Law Enforcement Officers
A sheriff's uniformed assistant has what title?

deputy sheriff (deputy) 
9 . Novels
Catherine, who keeps birds in her room, has a mother 
who wants to make her "a fine lady - dumb, docile, 
and accomplished" and a father who wants "to sell her 
like a cheese to some lack-wit seeking a wife."  In this 
book by Karen Cushman, Catherine is called ...

Birdy 
1 0 . Big and Bigger
A photograph of a hurricane taken from the space 
shuttle bears some similarity to what astronomical 
objects deep in space?

(spiral) galaxies 
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1 1 . Communities No More
What adjective indicates those towns that have been 
abandoned due to natural or man-made disasters, 
government actions, war, or failed economic activities?

ghost 
1 2 . Inaugural Addresses
Who said this at his second inaugural address?
  With malice toward none, with charity for all,
  with firmness in the right, as God gives us to
  see the right, let us strive on to finish the
  work we are in, to bind up the nation's wounds.

Abraham Lincoln 
1 3 . Wildlife
There are no coyotes in which U.S. state?

Hawaii 
1 4 . Government Bodies
A cabinet is a body of high-ranking officials that 
typically represents which branch of government?

executive branch 
1 5 . Anatomy
Ligaments do not connect muscles to bones.  That is 
the job of what other bands of fibrous tissue?

tendons 

1 6 . Injuries
What kind of bleeding occurs when damage to
an artery or vein allows blood to escape the 
circulatory system and collect inside the body?

internal bleeding 
1 7 . Where Are We?
Name the crew member responsible for determining 
the position of an airplane or ship.

navigator 
1 8 . Nutrition
What dietary mineral is most abundantly present in 
milk?

calcium 
1 9 . Government Functions
A core element of national interest for a government 
is providing for the physical safety of a nation's 
citizens.  This is called national ...

defense (security) 
2 0 . Monuments
Commemorating the end of Lewis and Clark's 
expedition, the End of the Trail Monument is in what 
state?

Oregon 
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2 1 . Weather Maps
While isotherms are lines on a weather map indicating 
sites of equal air temperature, what lines indicate areas 
of equal barometric pressure?

isobars 
2 2 . Cities
Larger cities of what state include Kalispell, Butte, 
Great Falls, Bozeman, and Missoula?

Montana 
2 3 . Syllogisms
What is the conclusion of this disjunctive syllogism?
  Either I think or I am not.
  I think.
  Therefore ...

I am. 
2 4 . Law Vocabulary
What verb means "to take into custody" or "to 
apprehend"?

arrest 
2 5 . Brutality
The army of what Mesoamerican civilization captured 
as many prisoners as possible for sacrifice at 
Tenochtitlan?

Aztec 

2 6 . Wars
What "war to end all wars" ended in 1919?

World War I 
2 7 . Infinitives
What is the last infinitive in this two-sentence epigram?
  It takes courage to push yourself to places
  that you have never been before, to test your
  limits, to break through barriers.  And the day
  came when the risk it took to remain tight
  inside the bud was more painful than the risk it
  took to blossom.

to blossom 
2 8 . Aerospace
The return of a spacecraft into the Earth's atmosphere 
is called what?

reentry 
2 9 . Clauses
What is the dependent clause in this example?
  The fishing rod that Huck found was
  made of split bamboo and horsehair.

that Huck found 
3 0 . Predicates
What kind of predicate is illustrated in this example?
  The Great Auk sat cross-legged, examined the
  anchovy on his plate, preened his feathers,
  and hummed a chantey.

compound predicate 
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3 1 . Mistaken Science
In the early 13th century, it was widely believed that 
since a compass needle points north, it had to be 
attracted by what star?

Polaris (North Star) 
3 2 . Lizards
What poisonous lizards of the American Southwest 
hang on tenaciously when they bite?

Gila monsters 
3 3 . Grammar
What case is used in these phrases?
  the book's cover
  the dog's fleas
  Mother Hubbard's cupboard

possessive 
3 4 . African Nations
The name of what African republic was inspired by its 
once thriving trade in elephant tusks?

Ivory Coast 
3 5 . Time
If it is noon at 80 degrees west longitude, what time is 
it at 110 degrees west longitude?

10 a.m. 

3 6 . Transportation Milestones
The spot where the Central Pacific and Union Pacific 
railroads met is in what state?

Utah 
3 7 . Roman Numeration
Express as a Roman numeral the year in which Pearl 
Harbor was attacked by the Japanese.

MCMXLI 
3 8 . Nation Histories
These are part with the history of what nation?
  -gunpowder
  -Opium War
  -Mao Zedong

China 
3 9 . Writing Errors
What word should be omitted from this example?
  Both the tides, wind, torrential rains, and pitch
  darkness conspired against our little craft.

both 
4 0 . Metals
Most metals are not used in their pure state.  Often, 
their usefulness can be much improved by combining 
them.  What is the term for such combinations of 
metals?

alloys 
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Alt. 1. Revolutionaries
What form of capital punishment did Nathan Hale 
face?

hanging 
Alt. 2. Mixture Problems
A solution of water and alcohol is 75% water.  How 
many liters of alcohol are in 40 liters of this solution?

10 
Alt. 3. Plant Reproduction
It may be soft, juicy, and fleshy or dry and hard.  In 
any case, what is the enlarged ripened ovary of a plant 
called?

fruit 
Alt. 4. Plants
The flowers of heliotropic plants follow the direction 
of what?

the Sun 
Alt. 5. Birth
What adjective means "before birth"?

prenatal 
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1 . Capital Captures
Only one time since the Revolutionary War did a 
foreign power capture and occupy the United States 
capital.  This occurred during what war?

War of 1812 
2 . Prime Numbers
Twin primes are pairs of primes that differ by 2.  What 
are the next twin primes greater than 14?

17, 19 
3 . Plane Geometric Doggerel
What word completes this geometrical poem?
  Points
  Have no parts or joints.
  How then can they combine
  To form a ...

line 
4 . Documents
What document in each state establishes the 
organizational structure of government, defines the 
powers and functions of its departments, and provides 
the foundations for local governments?

state constitution 
5 . Fields of Medicine
Name the study of immunity to diseases.

immunology 

6 . Art Form Etymology
The name for what art form was derived from the 
Latin word "murus" meaning "wall"?

mural 
7 . U.S. Eras
What was prohibited during the era of Prohibition in 
the U.S.?

alcoholic beverages (spirits) 
8 . Magical Amorphous Solids
This is from what story by Lewis Carroll?
  And certainly the glass was beginning to
  melt away, just like a bright silvery mist.

Through the Looking Glass 
9 . Arthropods
Although only distantly related, what arachnid 
resembles a crayfish?

scorpion 
1 0 . Geologic Activity
Name the vents found in Yellowstone and Lassen 
national parks from which steam issues into the air.

fumaroles (steam vents) 
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1 1 . Sets
What kind of mathematical set includes all the 
12-year-old males who legally vote in U.S. national 
elections?

null (empty) set 
1 2 . Types of Paintings
What is the name for a painting giving a likeness of a 
person and some insight into his or her personality?

portrait 
1 3 . Technology
A new form of TV appeared in the 1990s called 
HDTV.  What does "HD" stand for?

high definition 
1 4 . Algebraic Multiplication
Multiply (4p - 1) by (q + 1).

4pq + 4p - q - 1 
1 5 . Fallout
The fallout from a nuclear weapon detonated 
practically anywhere in the lower forty-eight states 
would tend to drift in what cardinal direction?

east 

1 6 . Astronomy
What is this about?
  Astronomers have detected billions of them
  but have catalogued only a few million.  Their
  shapes may be elliptical, spiral, or irregular.

galaxies 
1 7 . Fantasies
Mirkwood, the Misty Mountains, Mordor, and Mount 
Doom are places in what imaginary land?

Middle Earth 
1 8 . Homophones
What two words are homophones in this line?
  How much wood would a woodchuck chuck
  if a woodchuck could chuck wood?

would, wood 
1 9 . Frontier Farming
What is the last word in this jingle?
  The bankers followed us out west
  And did in mortgages invest.
  They looked ahead and shrewdly planned,
  And soon they'll have our Kansas ...

land 
2 0 . Propulsion
The origin of the screw propeller starts with what 
Greek who used a screw to lift water for irrigation?

Archimedes 
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2 1 . Machines
A workman is using a pry bar placed over a rock to 
move a heavy barrel.  What is the resistance?

barrel 
2 2 . Communications Science
Two cans and a string can be used to communicate 
over a distance so long as the string is tight.  The 
energy of the person speaking is transmitted to the 
person listening by means of what?

waves 
2 3 . Dirigibles
What is provided to dirigibles by helium or hydrogen?

lift 
2 4 . Symbols
A blindfolded woman holding a set of scales and a 
sword is a symbol for what?

justice 
2 5 . Triangle Ratios
What is the longest side of a triangle with a 60 inch 
perimeter if the sides are in the ratio of 5 to 4 to 3?

25 inches 

2 6 . Acids
Lemons and limes have particularly high 
concentrations of what acid?

citric 
2 7 . Art Competitions
Since 1949, the U.S. government has held an annual 
competition to create stamps, revenues from which go 
into the Migratory Bird Conservation Fund.  These are 
known as what kind of stamps?

duck stamps 
2 8 . Clauses
What kind of clause begins this sentence?
  Whatever your life's work is, do it well.

noun clause 
2 9 . Adverbs
In this example, what adverb modifies an adjective?
  Unexpectedly, the young, unknown vocalist
  from a tiny Tennessee town put on a very
  exciting show in last month's turkey-calling
  competition.

very 
3 0 . Body Systems
Which two body systems begin with "r"?

respiratory, reproductive 
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3 1 . Disappearances
In a time that may have been as long as one hundred 
thousand years or as short as a weekend, what 
creatures suddenly died off about 65 million years 
ago?

dinosaurs 
3 2 . Ocean Currents
What surface current that runs northward along the 
east coast of the U.S. transports some 25 times more 
water than all the rivers of the world combined?

Gulf Stream 
3 3 . Islands
From this, you can surmise that Bogosloff is what kind 
of island?
  The island of Bogosloff in the Aleutians first
  appeared in 1826, and has been playing
  hide-and-seek with map makers ever since.

volcanic 
3 4 . Presidential Prerogatives
The Congress has passed a law making it illegal to 
desecrate photographic reproductions of George 
Washington.  What power is held by the president to 
reject this law?

veto 
3 5 . Legends
In what mountain range is the yeti said to live?

Himalayas 

3 6 . Root Words
What is the meaning of the root word in carnage and 
carnivorous?

meat (flesh) 
3 7 . Bodily Molecules
Name the most common inorganic molecule in the 
body.

water 
3 8 . Influential Literature
At least one copy of what pamphlet explaining 
America to Americans had been printed for every 
family in America by the end of the Revolutionary 
War?

Common Sense 
3 9 . Arabic Literature
What character in "The Arabian Nights" went on 
several voyages during which he moored a ship on the 
back of a sleeping whale, lost several of his crew to 
cannibals, escaped from an island by tying himself to 
a giant bird, visited the elephants' burial ground, and 
was enslaved by the Old Man of the Sea?

Sinbad 
4 0 . Discoveries
In 1968, what natural resource was discovered to be 
abundant beneath Alaska's North Slope?

petroleum (oil) 
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Alt. 1. Geology
Lithification refers to the hardening of sedimentary 
deposits into what?

rock 
Alt. 2. Archipelagoes
The Lesser Antilles, the Greater Antilles, and the 
Bahamas are parts of what larger archipelago?

West Indies 
Alt. 3. The Revolution
The American Revolution essentially ended in 1781 
with the capture of Cornwallis' English and German 
veterans on what peninsula?

Yorktown Peninsula 
Alt. 4. Infinitives
If "eviscerating" is the present participle, what is the 
infinitive?

to eviscerate 
Alt. 5. Trade
What historical phrase indicates trade among three 
ports or regions?

triangular trade 
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1 . Light
What kind of coherent light is characterized by a 
beam that diverges minimally over distance?

laser 
2 . Emergency Medical Equipment
In first aid, what is a synonym for a stretcher?

litter 
3 . Plant Stuff
What partially carbonized remnant of mosses and 
sedges is used as a soil amendment and fuel?

peat 
4 . Special Substances
Materials used to slow heat loss are known as what?

insulators 
5 . Ratio Problems
What are two numbers in the ratio of 5 to 3 if the 
difference between them is 4?

10, 6 

6 . Figures of Speech
Name either preposition used in similes.

like, as 
7 . Biological Classification
What is the next subdivision below order in biological 
classification?

family 
8 . Ratios
Express this ratio in lowest terms.
  $20 to $5

4 to 1 
9 . Seaside Nations
Name the largest country adjacent to the Coral Sea.

Australia 
1 0 . Storms
Convergence from both sides of what major American 
peninsula results in that area experiencing the greatest 
frequency of midafternoon thunderstorms in the 
U.S.?

Florida Peninsula 
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1 1 . Mining
What black material formed from fossilized plants and 
mainly consisting of carbon has been exploited in 
Virginia since 1742?

coal 
1 2 . Angles
How many degrees are in each corner of a square?

90 
1 3 . Prepositions
Identify any two prepositions beginning with the letter 
"u."

under, until, up, upon 
1 4 . Emotions
The intense sorrow resulting from the loss of a loved 
one is called ...

grief (anguish, heartache, woe) 
1 5 . Weather
Rhyming with the name for a small, one-horse, 
four-wheeled carriage, what adjective indicates warm 
and excessively humid weather?

muggy 

1 6 . Withdrawals
What U.S. president initiated the withdrawal of 
American troops from South Vietnam?

Richard Nixon 
1 7 . Cousins
What cousin of Samuel Adams was one of the drafters 
of the Declaration of Independence and the first vice 
president?

John Adams 
1 8 . Insects
What is another common name for a locust?

grasshopper  
1 9 . Scientific Method
Scientists collect data by which they try to prove or 
disprove hypotheses.  Lawyers also present 
information by which they try to establish the guilt or 
innocence of a person.  In either case, what is the 
general name for the data used?

evidence 
2 0 . Verb Tense
Restate this line in the future tense.
  Yassir said, "No, sir!"

Yassir will say "No, sir!" 
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2 1 . Vocabulary
What term means the following?
  -to idly improvise music
  -a slang word for the head
  -a thin strip of food paste made with flour
    and eggs

noodle 
2 2 . Predicates
What is the simple predicate in this line?
  The green Chevrolet ran through a plate glass
  window before smashing into the maroon sofa.

ran 
2 3 . History of Government
In what city was the U.S. Constitution written?

Philadelphia 
2 4 . Lines
A line segment has how many midpoints?

1 .
2 5 . Square Measure
What is the difference in square feet between a 12 foot 
square and 12 square feet?

132 square feet 

2 6 . The Preamble
According to the preamble, one purpose of the 
Constitution is to secure the blessings of what for 
ourselves and our posterity?

liberty 
2 7 . Consecutive Integers
What is the smaller of two consecutive integers if their 
sum is 145?

72 
2 8 . Song Geography
These lyrics are about a romance in what part of the 
world?
  I had to lova and leava on the lava
  On the slopes of Haleakala
  She came from Kula, and did a wicked hula
  On the slopes of Haleakala

Hawaii (Maui) 
2 9 . Saggy Balloons
Every balloon eventually deflates because the air 
inside gradually seeps out through the rubber through 
what process?

diffusion 
3 0 . Ratios
Express this continued ratio in lowest terms.
  2 hours to 1/2 hour to 15 minutes

8 to 2 to 1 
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3 1 . Linear Equations
What is the value of N if 3N + 8 = 41?

N = 11 
3 2 . Sentence Types
For what two types of sentences is the subject often an 
understood "you"?

imperative, exclamatory 
3 3 . Minerals
What property of an unknown mineral could you test 
with such objects as your fingernail, a copper penny, a 
pocket knife, a piece of a steel file, a piece of quartz 
crystal, or a piece of topaz?

hardness 
3 4 . Old West History
Self-appointed lawmen of the Old West who received 
money for chasing down fugitives wanted for a crime 
were what kind of hunters?

bounty hunters 
3 5 . Anatomy
Flexors and extensors are types of ...

muscles 

3 6 . Greek Husbandry
The principal domestic animals of the ancient Greeks 
were sheep and what else?

goats 
3 7 . Great Plains
The Great Plains extend northward from Texas to the 
three Canadian provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
and ...

Manitoba 
3 8 . Primates
Name the largest primate.

gorilla 
3 9 . Colonial Name Changes
Just before it was captured and renamed by the British, 
the colony of New York had what other name?

New Netherland 
4 0 . State Officials
Name the highest financial official of each U.S. state.

treasurer (state treasurer) 
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Alt. 1. Legal Documents
What document issued by a judicial official directs a 
law enforcement officer to arrest an individual 
accused of a specific offense?

warrant 
Alt. 2. Entertainment
What name in the history of entertainment is 
associated with Barnum?

Bailey 
Alt. 3. Alphabetic Venn Diagrams
Most letter sounds are either vowels or consonants.  
So, if the English alphabet is a universal set, the vowels 
and consonants are nondisjoint subsets thereof.  What 
two letters fall in the intersection of these subsets?

y, w 
Alt. 4. Topographical Features
What is the name for the point that is higher in 
elevation than any other on the same mountain?

summit (peak) 
Alt. 5. Sentence Construction
What word could be eliminated from this sentence 
without changing its meaning?
  I wish that I had a Maserati.

that 
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1 . Assassinations
John Kennedy was riding in a motorcade with the 
governor of what state when he was shot by Lee 
Harvey Oswald?

Texas 
2 . The Moon
The Moon makes one revolution around Earth once 
every 27 1/3 days.  In how many days does the Moon 
rotate once on its axis?

27 1/3 
3 . Career Ends
The career of a Supreme Court justice can end in 
three ways including impeachment, death, or what 
else?

retirement 
4 . Conductors
What category of elements provides the only solid 
conductors at room temperature?

metals 
5 . Transportation
The following are all varieties of what?
  argosy, carrack, barque, yawl, junk,
  smack, howker, brigantine, sampan,
  caravel, sloop, frigate, galleon

sailing ships (or ships, sailing vessels, etc.) 

6 . Misplaced Modifiers
The prepositional phrase in this line should come after 
what word?
  He was a friendly dog, said an observer with a
  curly tail and friendly manner.

dog 
7 . Trials
Defendants at the Nuremberg war crimes trials were 
members of what political party?

Nazi 
8 . Ships
The U.S.S. Maine blown up in Havana Harbor and the 
U.S.S. Nevada sunk at Pearl Harbor were kind of 
ships?

battleships 
9 . Physical Properties
What physical property of an object depends on the 
frequency of light waves reflected by it?

color 
1 0 . Windows
What material comprises the elaborate windows in 
Canterbury Cathedral and the cathedral at Chartres?

stained glass 
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1 1 . Motifs
The Frankenstein motif is one in which a created 
being turns upon its creator in what seems to be an 
inevitable fashion.  What science fiction novel by 
Michael Crichton illustrates this?

Jurassic Park 
1 2 . Atomic Weight
A uranium atom has about 235 times the mass of the 
what element?

hydrogen 
1 3 . Frontiersmen
With what mammal was the nickname of William 
Frederick Cody linked?

buffalo (bison) 
1 4 . Book and Body Parts
What term may refer either to a vestigial organ or to a 
collection of supplementary material at the end of a 
book?

appendix 
1 5 . Ecological Lines
What is another name for timberline?

tree line 

1 6 . Petrology
The processes involved in the formation of which two 
of the three major categories of rock are not 
completely hidden from view?

igneous, sedimentary 
1 7 . Agriculture
Shelterbelts consist of what?

trees 
1 8 . Enduring Plaques
Name either American who set up the plaque with this 
inscription.
  Here men from the planet Earth first set
  foot upon the Moon July 1969 A.D.
  We came in peace for all mankind.

Buzz (Edwin) Aldrin, Neil Armstrong 
1 9 . Squares
What is the sum of the squares of the odd numbers 
between 2 and 10?

164 
2 0 . Spoonerisms
A "roaring pain" is a spoonerism for what 
meteorological condition?

pouring rain 
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2 1 . Insurrections
The Warsaw uprising of 1944 occurred in what 
country?

Poland 
2 2 . Common Treatments
What appliances are typically used to correct 
malocclusion?

braces 
2 3 . Big Waters
These are what kind of bodies of water?
  Subic
  Chesapeake
  Glacier
  Narragansett
  Prudhoe

bays 
2 4 . Drama
What compound word refers to the wings, dressing 
rooms, and other parts of a theater behind the 
proscenium and beyond the view of the audience?

backstage 
2 5 . Adjectives
Adjectives limit or qualify nouns or pronouns by 
telling what kind, which one, how much, or what else?

how many 

2 6 . Time Reckoning
While solar time is based on the motion of the Sun, 
what kind of time would be based on the motion of 
the Moon?

lunar time 
2 7 . Theater
Name the type of performance in which all actors are 
mimes.

pantomime 
2 8 . Cuisine
According to one author, the French showed 
Americans how to eat vegetables but it was the people 
coming from what country who brought cakes, 
sausages, and schnitzel?

Germany 
2 9 . Bad Career Moves
This is about whom?
  His career in politics appeared over after
  he killed Alexander Hamilton, but when he
  became involved in a scheme to carve an
  independent nation out of the American
  Southwest, President Jefferson ordered
  him arrested for treason.

Aaron Burr 
3 0 . Ski Speed
To the nearest second, a skier going 18.5 meters per 
second takes how long to travel 650 meters?

35 seconds 
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3 1 . Simplification
Simplify 4x + 6y + (-4x).

6y 
3 2 . Adjective Derivations
From what noun was the adjective "palatial" derived?

palace 
3 3 . Line Postulates
Two lines in the same plane must either run parallel to 
each other or they must do what?

intersect (crisscross, meet, cross) 
3 4 . American Patriots
Who was hanged in 1776 for spying on the British 
and regretted that he had but one life to lose for his 
country?

Nathan Hale 
3 5 . Figurative Language
What figure of speech is used in this line?
  Talk about drinkin', that man's so mean
  That he'd never drink nothin' but kerosene,
  And a five-gallon can is a little bit small - for
    Paul.

hyperbole 

3 6 . Sentences
What is the simple subject in this sentence?
  The unbelievably revolting creature with the
  souped-up Volkswagen and the corduroy pants
  is my date.

creature 
3 7 . Energy
What is the common name for a motionless electric 
charge?

static electricity 
3 8 . First Aid Abbreviations
In relation to first aid, what does the "R" mean in 
"CPR"?

resuscitation 
3 9 . Protagonists
In a book by Patricia MacLachlan, what character 
sends this note in reply to an advertisement?
  I will come by train.  I will wear a yellow bonnet.
  I am plain and tall.  Tell them I sing.

Sarah (Sarah Wheaton) 
4 0 . Spoonerisms
What was actually intended when the sergeant told his 
platoon that their assignment was to gap the bridge?

bridge the gap 
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Alt. 1. Precious Bodily Fluids
Severe diarrhea, vomiting, or simply prolonged 
exposure to heat can cause excessive loss of water 
from the body.  Name this condition.

dehydrat ion 
Alt. 2. Birds
This large seabird spends most of its time in the air 
over the oceans.  It may have a wingspan of over 11 
feet, the largest of any bird.  Most live south of the 
equator.  Sailors believe that killing one brings bad 
luck.  Name it.

albatross 
Alt. 3. Memorial Stones
In what Washington, D.C. memorial do the columns 
consist of Indiana limestone, the rock comprising the 
exterior of Colorado marble, and the statue itself of 
Georgia marble?

Lincoln Memorial 
Alt. 4. U.S. Government
The executive department of the federal government 
which manages official dealings of the U.S. with 
foreign nations is the ...

State Department 
Alt. 5. Spoils of War
At the end of the Spanish-American War, Spain ceded 
Cuba and what other major Caribbean island to the 
U.S.?

Puerto Rico 
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1 . Great Lakes
Which of the Great Lakes receives water from both 
Lake Superior and Lake Michigan?

Lake Huron 
2 . Inventions
The folding fan was invented in the seventh century in 
what island country?

Japan 
3 . Mass
What happens to the mass of an ice cube when it 
melts?

remains same (unchanged) 
4 . Lakes
Lake Victoria is the headwaters of what African river?

Nile 
5 . Seasons
As the Earth goes around the Sun, the North Pole 
points in the same direction in space.  When the North 
Pole is tipped away from the Sun, what season is it in 
the Northern Hemisphere?

winter 

6 . Stage Performances
In what form of theatrical presentation is dramatic 
speech routinely sung?

opera 
7 . The Ear
What adjective describes the canals in the inner ear 
associated with balance?

semicircular 
8 . Algebraic Evaluation
Evaluate y - xz given the following values.
   x = -2, y = 3, and z = -4.

-5 
9 . Temporary Silence
In 1963, there was a shocked and silent weekend when 
everything seemed to stop except feverish news from 
Dallas and a slow, somber funeral procession.  What 
had happened?

Kennedy assassinated 
1 0 . Presidents
Name the two American presidents who held office 
during World War II.

Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman 
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1 1 . Perimeters
What are the lengths of the sides of a triangle with a 
perimeter of 72 inches if the lengths of the sides are 
three consecutive even integers?

22, 24, and 26 inches 
1 2 . Health Disorders
A mild form of shock due to dehydration from 
excessive sweating when exposed to prolonged 
elevated heat and humidity is called heat what?

exhaustion 
1 3 . Clauses
What is the last word of the independent clause in this 
example?
  Buford lost the sumo match even though
  he had put on a great deal of weight and
  shaved his eyebrows.

match 
1 4 . Open-Ended Stories
What story by Frank Stockton ends with this?
  So I leave it all with you.  Which came out of
  the opened door?

The Lady or the Tiger 
1 5 . Law Enforcement Homonyms
What term referring to the part of a garment that 
encircles the neck is used in law enforcement as a verb 
meaning "to arrest"?

collar 

1 6 . Keeping Fit
What adjective describes exercises to improve oxygen 
consumption by the body?

aerobic 
1 7 . Nations across the Seas
A ship sailing due west from Angola will first come to 
what country?

Brazil 
1 8 . Vocabulary
What is another name for a lexicon?

dictionary 
1 9 . Wartime Novels
Complete this title of the Civil War novel in which 
young Jefferson Davis Bussey fights for the North and 
the South at different times.
  Rifles for ...

Watie 
2 0 . Electricity
Of the two kinds of electrical currents, which one 
flows from a car battery or from a battery in a 
flashlight?

direct current 
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2 1 . Artistic Achievement
What is the name for a work of art of notable 
excellence or for an artist's most accomplished 
creation?

masterpiece 
2 2 . Safety Traditions
In spring, when the risk of what is greatest, Swiss 
mountain villagers traditionally ban yodeling and 
even forbid shouting and horn honking?

avalanches 
2 3 . Painting
In watercolors, what is the term for a thin translucent 
layer of diluted color?

wash 
2 4 . Prefixes
What does the prefix in "traverse" mean?

across 
2 5 . Sentence Parts
What is the simple subject of this sentence?
  Here is your secret decoder ring.

ring 

2 6 . Monsters
What creature in "The Hobbit" says this?
  My armor is like tenfold shields, my teeth are
  swords, my claws spears, the shock of my tail
  a thunderbolt, my wings a hurricane, and my
  breath death.

Smaug 
2 7 . Cabinet Departments
For what executive department does the abbreviation 
"DOD" stand?

Department of Defense 
2 8 . Chemical Symbols
What is the chemical symbol for the element in 
diamonds?

C .
2 9 . Goddesses
What planet is named after the Roman goddess of 
love?

Venus 
3 0 . Pressure
If the pressure exerted by a load is 864 pounds per 
square foot, what is its pressure per square inch?

6 pounds per square inch 
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3 1 . Greek Myths
What would happen whenever someone cut off one of 
the heads of the Lernaean Hydra?

Two grew back. 
3 2 . Mystery Numbers
If the difference between two numbers is 6 and the 
sum of the two numbers is 18, what are the numbers?

6, 12 
3 3 . The Constitution
What part of the U.S. Constitution is a declaration of 
prerogatives immune from government interference?

Bill of Rights 
3 4 . Longitude
A longitude of 60 degrees east runs through what two 
oceans?

Indian, Arctic 
3 5 . European Change
Anglicanism, Lutheranism, and Calvinism were  the 
first three religions to emerge from what 16th-century 
movement?

(Protestant)  Reformation 

3 6 . Roman Numerals
What is the Arabic equivalent of the Roman numeral 
"DL"?

550 
3 7 . New World Exploitation
During the 16th century, following the discovery of 
the rich fishing banks off Newfoundland, what 
became the first European nation active in the Gulf of 
the St. Lawrence?

France 
3 8 . Easy Equations
Solve this equation for x.
  4x + 2 = 34

x = 8 
3 9 . RPM
If an electric motor is running at 4,800 rpm, how 
many degrees does it rotate in one second?

28,800 
4 0 . Icky Worms
What type of parasitic worm that grows ten meters 
long thrives inside human intestines?

tapeworm 
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Alt. 1. Syllabication
How many syllables are in this line by Ralph Waldo 
Emerson?
  No change of circumstances can
  repair a defect of character.

17 
Alt. 2. Plant Growth
Heliotropism indicates plant movement or growth in 
response to what?

light (sunlight) 
Alt. 3. George Washington
What is the last prepositional phrase in this lengthy 
quotation by George Washington at Valley Forge?
  I'll tell you what you're fighting for - something
  that has never been on this green earth since
  man first worked it with his hands, and which
  does not exist and never will exist unless we
  put it there - the right of each man to govern
  himself in his own way.

in his own way 
Alt. 4. Volcanoes on Moons
Because it has been active during every observation of 
it since first being seen by Voyager 1 in 1979, the 
Prometheus volcano on Io has been given what 
nickname reminiscent of a certain geyser in 
Yellowstone National Park?

Old Faithful 
Alt. 5. Fish
Name a species of fish that has both eyes on one side 
of its head.

sole, plaice, halibut, flounder 


